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Abstract 
 

This research discloses a gendered and sexualized dynamic in instrumental guanxi 

through an ethnographic study of white-collar workers in Shenzhen, an urban city just 

north of the border with Hong Kong. The notion of instrumental guanxi refers to a 

means of achieving tangible benefits in the workplace through purposively built 

enduring interpersonal relationships. This study is focused on female white-collar 

employees born after the onset of China’s economic reform, and in particular women 

who work as marketing executives. The concept of erotic capital is incorporated into 

the theoretical framework of gendered and sexualized guanxi deployed in this thesis. 

The discussion of erotic capital in the following chapters is integrated into a resource 

theory of social exchange. The thesis answers the question concerning how women’s 

guanxi strategy is different from men’s. In doing so the thesis examines the male-

centred standardized routine of guanxi in part through a detailed analysis of banquets 

and post-banquet activities that usually involve women as subordinate “erotic gifts”. 

The discussion goes on to identify an additional four ideal-type characterizations of 

women as equal guanxi participants, navigating instrumental guanxi by deploying 

different strategies associated with each type. These types are “pseudo-brothers”, 

“rational legal professionals”, “the unreachable desired”, and “unspoken rules 

followers”. The thesis goes on to discuss the blurred boundaries that distinguish these 

five types of women’s guanxi participation strategies by scrutinizing the power-

interactive nature of erotic capital and how the endorsement of erotic capital in the 

workplace interacts with structural constraints that stem from gender norms and family 

expectations.   
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1. Introduction 

While studying sociology in Hong Kong for a bachelor’s degree I became 

familiar with the literature on guanxi. Guanxi is broadly defined as an enduring 

Chinese interpersonal relationship that includes expressive and instrumental aspects. 

Contributions to the study of guanxi are written by China-based scholars as well as 

scholars from overseas. In reading this literature I realized with a great deal of surprise 

that one of the most fundamental aspects of guanxi (as well as other kinds of 

interpersonal relationships) is understudied by these scholars, namely its erotic aspect. 

When it came to deciding on my own topic for empirical investigation I thought 

“Bingo! This is what I shall research.”  

I began ethnographic fieldwork in January 2014, but I have in fact been 

immersed in the field of gendered and sexualized instrumental guanxi since my 

childhood in Shenzhen, where I grew up. During my coming of age, I did not properly 

understand my mom’s educational philosophy:  

“to raise a boy as if the family is humble and to raise a girl as if the 
family is well-off” 

 
My mom told me that: 
 

“I spend so much money on you so that you will not be captivated by 
the materials that some men will offer you, but at the same time, I trust 
that you would never want to marry someone who is poor.”  

 
I also did not properly understand why everybody wanted to gossip about a 

high school classmate who married a CEO, who had divorced his precious wife to be 

with her. Finally, I did not understand why girls my age were doing better at school 

than our male classmates, but by the time we became university students, some of our 

parents devalued our education. As my mom put it: 
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“Don’t you know? The main reason why we sent you to a good 
university is so you can meet some nice guys there who will be the 
future elites.”  

One day, I finally rebutted my mother: “Why don’t you believe that I can also 

do well without relying on a man?”   

She replied, “I believe in you, but not in society. When you enter the job 
market, you will know, it is much harder for a woman. You have to face 
all different sorts of challenges that are more than work.” 

     
The puzzles that I had were gradually solved throughout my research. I studied 

gendered and sexualized guanxi in the workplace focusing mainly on women born 

during the reform era in urban China who worked in white-collar jobs, in particular 

marketing executives in Shenzhen. I examined instrumental guanxi, which has an 

instrumental purpose, with the guanxi-seeker trying to particularize a tie with the 

favour-provider. The favour-providers in my research were either managers in the 

company or clients with whom they negotiated business, both of which were 

predominantly male. In order to investigate the strategies of the white-collar female 

employees in instrumental guanxi, I also studied the male employees as guanxi-seekers 

and the male managers as favour-providers.   

The research questions that I have strived to answer in this study are as follows: 

1) How do female employees, especially female marketing executives, 

participate in instrumental guanxi in the workplace, especially 

compared with their male counterparts? 

2) What is the relationship between erotic capital and work relations in 

gendered and sexualized guanxi?  

3) What are the agencies for and constraints of using erotic capital in 
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gendered and sexualized guanxi?  

        
Erotic capital has been conceptualized as a multifaceted asset of attractiveness 

(Hakim, 2010). Erotic capital is crucial in gendered and sexualized guanxi and is 

therefore a focus of my research, in which it is treated as an ideal type and therefore 

provided with a “one-sided accentuation” (Weber, 1949, p. 89) in my analysis. My 

account follows the answers to my research questions that I received from my 

respondents in the field, who concentrated on “the beauty of women” or “the unspoken 

rule”, namely the belief that women will exchange their body for instrumental benefits, 

both of which carry an underlying assumption about the significant role of erotic 

capital. I am aware that for women participants in instrumental guanxi, there might 

indeed be non-erotic ways of participating. The strategy of a caring mother who takes 

great care of the needs of a favour provider is a good example.1 My informants, on the 

other hand, in their 20s and 30s and mostly without children at the present stage of 

their lives, do not have this option.        

I was by no means an “outsider” in my fieldwork. I shared the same living 

space, Shenzhen, with my informants as well as having a similar educational and 

socio-economic background as they have. My respondents and I are all Chinese, of 

similar age and who have spent most of our lives in urban China. This contrasts with 

some of the major scholars of guanxi, including Andrew Kipnis, John Osburg and 

Mayfair Yang, who grew up in the US and studied guanxi as an alien practice using 

ethnographic methods.  

At the beginning of my research, I was always surprised by the different tactics 

my female informants came up with to reject sexual invitations from their clients and 

                                                
1 Dr. Chu Yin Wah provided this example when she commented on my presentation in a post-graduation 
workshop in May 2016. 
2 It was bad because it was not the truth; as a scholar studying “erotic capital”, I am totally aware of how 
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elite men in general. Meanwhile, they also deliberately maintained instrumental guanxi 

with these elite men rather than cutting off the connection between them completely. 

This all became clear once I realized that I was also involved, through my research 

itself, in gendered and sexualized instrumental guanxi.  

During the summer of 2014, a female informant introduced me to CEO Lee, a 

founder and CEO of an IT company based in Hong Kong who travels to Shenzhen 

regularly for business. After learning about my research, he immediately showed 

interest and promised that he could help me with it. Thereafter, he regularly sent me 

messages and asked me out. One time, he reserved a table for two at the Dragon Seal 

Restaurant & Bar. After I arrived, I was astonished by the lavish and splendorous 

interior design, the sea view of Victoria Harbour, and the view of the economic hub of 

Hong Kong from the 101st floor of the International Commerce Centre. Knowing that 

a dinner set for one costs almost 1,000HKD, I discerned that “something would 

happen.” During the dinner, we talked about philosophy, politics, and his love stories. 

At one point, he asked me about my aspirations and dreams:  

 
“Scholar,” I said. “I want to do research and teach in university.” 

“As long as a girl knows what she wants, everything will be smooth,” 
he replied. “Do you want to write books with me? I can fund a research 
institute for you.”  

“I need more training first. I do not even have a Ph.D. yet,” I replied. 

At the end of the dinner, he said, “I like you,” and asked whether he 
could hold my hands.  

I shrunk my hands away from him and replied, “I don’t feel 
comfortable. I am sorry.” Thinking that my direct rejection might have 
hurt his face, I said, “I feel more comfortable with girls.” 

Surprisingly, he replied, “See, we have something in common. Do you 
want me to introduce you to some girls?” Meanwhile, he started 
showing me photos of different girls he had in his phone. “I can 
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introduce you to them and I can pay [for your sex]!” 
        

As I was reading Osburg’s (2013) chapter “Entertaining Is My Job: 

Masculinity, Sexuality, and Alliance among Chengdu’s Entrepreneurs” right before this 

dinner, I thought, “No way! I cannot believe what was written in the book is totally 

true! To provide ‘erotic gifts’ to particularize a tie is so common! Even for me!”  

However, what I urgently needed to handle at that moment was how to balance 

instrumental guanxi with him since he was one of my informants. Then, I came up with 

a rather bad2 reply: “They are not my type. I like Westerners.” Luckily, I successfully 

shifted this intense conversation to comparisons between East and West perspectives 

on romance. After dinner, he never mentioned anything of that night again, but he 

continued to take me to different social gatherings of his that contributed to my 

collection of data.  

This guanxi between CEO Lee and me was a secret that I kept from most of my 

friends and definitely from my family. However, I believe it is important to unveil this 

to the readers of my research. Firstly, without knowing it, access to some of the data 

would not have been possible. Secondly, it reminds me that I should not think of my 

informants as “others”, as everyone, including me, is involved in gendered and 

sexualized guanxi in one way or another in the routine conduct of their work. I am 

simply less constrained than my informants, who need to deal with it on an everyday 

basis.  

Recently, a female Ph.D. student from urban Mainland China who also studies 

in Hong Kong asked me about my research. I told her that it was about gendered and 

sexualized guanxi and that I was focusing on the concept of erotic capital. When she 

                                                
2 It was bad because it was not the truth; as a scholar studying “erotic capital”, I am totally aware of how 
my desire is also shaped by various social structures that are embedded with power (Green, 2014). I 
have always been very reflexive on whether my relationship with a “white” partner somehow 
symbolizes the Eurocentrism that places the Occidental above the Oriental.  
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learned that “the unspoken rule” was a part of my research, she immediately replied: 

 
 “Oh, I would like to know more about ‘them’!”  

“It is not research about ‘them’. It is about ‘us’,” I rebutted immediately.  

As I explained more about my research she gave me a most encouraging 
and meaningful reply: “Please send me a copy of your thesis as soon as 
you finish it. I want to read it. You must publish it! It is a story that is 
related to all of us in China. I want my mom to read it so that she can 
think twice before accusing me of being a leftover woman again!”  

  
1.1 Arrangement of Chapters  

  Overall, this thesis will examine gender discrimination in the workplace in 

urban China through gendered and sexualized instrumental guanxi, while the concept 

of erotic capital will be used throughout.  

  The literature review chapter will focus on the academic work on guanxi and 

literature about women in modern China as they relate to guanxi. The first part will 

explain expressive guanxi in imperial times in rural China, and instrumental guanxi in 

the Mao era and the reform era in urban China. Key concepts related to guanxi will be 

discussed, including renqing, ganqing, face, and trustworthiness. The second part of 

this chapter will examine the transition of women’s status in modern China, from 

imperial times to the Mao era, and then the reform era. The theoretical and empirical 

gaps in the existing literature will be identified for the introduction of my work.  

  The third chapter of this thesis will introduce the methodological framework 

that I employ, incorporating the concept of erotic capital into gendered and sexualized 

guanxi. The resource theory of social exchange developed by Foa and Foa (2012) will 

be used as the foundation for my framework of gendered and sexualized guanxi after a 

critical justification and contextualization is presented that will replace the original 

concepts with concepts related to guanxi. Next, the concept of erotic capital (Hakim, 
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2010) will be introduced and modified critically as a substitute for the concept of love 

in the original framework set out by Foa and Foa, distinguishing the aesthetic and 

emotional aspects of erotic capital and sex with the sexual aspect of erotic capital.  

  The following chapter will explain the research methods that I have employed 

in field work and the geographical and historical context of my research. To be 

specific, I will depict the context of instrumental guanxi in the immigrant-constituted 

metropolis of Shenzhen during the current period of President Xi’s rule.  

  The fifth chapter will discuss the standardized routine of instrumental guanxi 

that is male-centred. The structural characteristics of guanxi, including its dyadic to 

triadic forms (Barbalet, 2014a), will also be introduced. The relations internal to 

guanxi’s triadic form will be used to identify the details of the first round of banquets 

and the second round of “grey activities”, both of which are male-centred and are filled 

with normative requirements for the expression of masculinity that are useful for the 

establishment of swift guanxi in Shenzhen. The “erotic gift” type of woman whose 

erotic capital is used externally by others, usually men in the elite male guanxi 

network, will also be introduced in this chapter. 

The following chapter will introduce another four ideal types of women 

participants in instrumental guanxi who perform “equally” with male guanxi-seekers. 

These I call “pseudo-brothers”, “rational legal professionals”, “the unreachable 

desired”, and “unspoken rule followers”. These types are differentiated in terms of 

their particular relationship with erotic capital in instrumental guanxi in the workplace 

and whether they use instrumental guanxi in general.  

Chapter 7 subsequently discusses the blurred boundaries among the different 

types of women identified in Chapter 6, in which the interactive nature of erotic capital 

and the constraints in the use of erotic capital are explored. These constraints include 
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gossip and the request that women go back to normative marriages, in order to 

highlight a discourse on “leftoverness”. This chapter will also touch on the relationship 

between instrumentalism, love, and marriage in the history of China.  

Finally, the concluding chapter of the thesis will first link the male-centred 

standardized routine of guanxi and women in instrumental gendered and sexualized 

guanxi in order to provide a more holistic picture of the deinstitutionalization of 

marriage in contemporary China, followed by a discussion of the fundamental 

differences between male and female instrumental guanxi. The limitations and 

implications of the thesis will also be presented. 

 

2. Literature Review 
This chapter will first review the literature on guanxi, explaining what guanxi 

is and the historical transformation of guanxi, as well as the ways it is practiced, 

contextualized in time and space.  This discussion will be followed by a review of 

the few contributions in the literature on the gendered interactions of guanxi in urban 

China, especially focusing on women in the workplace. Finally, the literature and 

debate on erotic capital will be reviewed. It will be shown that a critical review of 

this concept provides an opportunity to treat an important yet neglected aspect of 

gendered guanxi. In particular, the complexity of emotions, passions, and 

instrumental rationality that is practiced in guanxi can be understood through an 

analysis of gendered guanxi that makes use of the debate around erotic capital.  

 
2.1 Guanxi, Its Expressive and Instrumental Aspects, and Its 
Transformation  

Owing to its salience and ubiquity in Chinese society, and the rise of China as a 

major political-economic state, the connotations, practice, and related terminologies of 

guanxi have attracted vibrant discussions in social science and business studies. In a 
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broad sense, guanxi refers to “the state of being related between two or more entities 

be they animate or inanimate, concrete or abstract (e.g., between two concepts), and 

human or non-human” (Chen et al., 2012, p. 170). In a narrow sense, as it is mainly 

discussed in the literature, guanxi refers to enduring interpersonal relationships that 

consist of both instrumental and expressive aspects.  

Interlinked debates have been conducted in the social science literature 

concerning the “dichotomies” of guanxi, that in particular discuss the cultural 

uniqueness of guanxi and its possible future trajectory in particular, whether it will 

diminish or continue to thrive. The centre of the debates arguably lies in the dichotomy 

between the instrumental and expressive aspects of guanxi, which reflects a number of 

complexities, including the urban-rural divide, the state-local distinction, the modern-

traditional difference, and, finally, the particular-universal dichotomy (Barbalet, 2015, 

pp. 2-3; Chee, 2014, pp. 10-11; Gold et al., 2002, pp. 9-14; Wilson, 2002, pp. 163-

166). A premise in major contributions to this debate is the juxtaposition of and 

distinction between guanxi (“renqing-guided relationship”) and guanxixue (“the art of 

guanxi”), first clearly spelled out in Mayfair Yang’s monograph Gifts, Favors and 

Banquets (1994, 2009),3 in which guanxi is linked to expressivity in exchange relations 

while guanxixue focuses on the instrumental usefulness or purpose of exchange 

(Hanser, 2002, pp. 138-140).  

Bian (2001) proposed three models of guanxi—guanxi as the web of extended 

familial obligations, guanxi as an exchange network of particular instrumental ties, and 

guanxi as social-exchange networks with asymmetric transactions. The first model of 

guanxi reflects the impact of the Chinese family’s high valuation of intimacy and 

mutual obligations. The second model renders the instrumental aspect of guanxi as the 

                                                
3 Gifts, Favors and Banquets was first published by Cornell University Press in 1994, and then 
translated into Chinese by Zhao et al. and published by Jiangsu People’s Publishing House in 2009.  
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end or purpose of guanxi relations and the expressive aspect as the means whereby 

such purposes are achieved. Finally, Bian’s third model considers the expressive aspect 

of guanxi as its end and the instrumental aspect as the means. What is useful in Bian’s 

(2010) summary is the two traits of guanxi mentioned here have a place in each of the 

three models; what differentiated them is the way in which they are ordered in each 

case. Nevertheless, the end-and-means differences between the expressive and 

instrumental aspects of guanxi in Bian’s latter two models have been seen to be 

problematic. According to Barbalet (2015),  

 
[t]he difficulty with distinctions such as these, including the dichotomy 
of ‘expressivity’ and ‘instrumentality’ itself, is that they do not 
necessarily refer to alternative forms so much as complementary aspects 
of a complex set of relationships (p. 2). 

�

�

 

In other words, instrumental aspects and expressive aspects of guanxi should 

not be understood as mutually exclusive categories with clear boundaries but instead as 

complementary and in a sense connected aspects of the ever-changing entity that is 

guanxi. On this basis it could be argued that the expressive aspect and the instrumental 

Figure 1. Expressive and instrumental aspects of guanxi as Yin-Yang 
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aspect relate to each other as yin-yang in the terminology of Chinese philosophy. The 

yin-yang metaphor is also useful in understanding that guanxi is not a static, 

monolithic, and homogenous cultural construct but rather a dynamic and evolving 

process (Chee, 2014, pp. 9-13). Yin and yang are not entirely mutually exclusive, 

because a part of each is located in the other while remaining distinguishably different. 

Guanxi, as an ever-changing phenomenon, refers to enduring interpersonal 

relationships in China. Because of its dynamism, adaptability and broad reach, it is 

likely that guanxi will never lose its salience in China, owing to its all-encompassing 

connotations. This means, among other things, that to study guanxi thoroughly requires 

that it must be contextualized historically and geographically, tracking the 

transformation in different and changing contexts of its instrumental and expressive 

aspects. In general, the expressive aspects of guanxi prevailed more in imperial and 

also rural China, while the instrumental aspects have dominated in urban China in the 

Mao era and also during the economic reform era (after 1979), especially with 

advancements in business and workplace changes (Yang, 2009, pp. 132-149). 

However, this is not to say that the instrumental aspect of guanxi did not exist in 

imperial times, since the lesser-self (i.e., ego) always guides the actions embedded in 

the greater-self (i.e., extended family and society) (Barbalet, 2014b), nor does it mean 

that the expressive aspect did not exist in urban China after 1949.  

For the sake of better understanding, and without the intention of producing 

mutually exclusive models, I describe the guanxi in imperial and rural China as 

expressive guanxi and guanxi in urban China is described here as instrumental guanxi. 

Since this research deals with guanxi that is used as a means for the instrumental ends 

of white-collar workers in workplaces in Shenzhen after the onset of China’s economic 

reforms, the guanxi described in the analytical chapters to follow is instrumental 
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guanxi.  

 
2.1.1 Expressive Guanxi, Rural and Traditional  

Originating from Confucianism, the expressive components of guanxi include 

the norms of interpersonal behaviour (renqing), trustworthiness (xinyong), attachment 

(ganqing), and face (mianzi, “reputation”), which interact with each other and jointly 

impose obligations for those involved in the guanxi network (Bian & Ikeda, 2014, pp. 

8-9; Qi, 2013, pp. 309-310). While ganqing refers to attachment and affection, rational 

or irrational, renqing focuses on the interactions and obligations guided by the norms 

of interpersonal interaction. It includes an emotional response (as a part of ganqing) 

that a person might be expected to have in terms of prevailing conventions with regard 

to a particular type of situation, such that at funeral one is expected to be sad. In guanxi 

relations this means that the quantifiable resource that one can exchange typically 

operates in the form of a renqing debt and that this is the social norm in Chinese 

interpersonal interaction (Hwang, 1987, pp.953-955). Xinyong (“trustworthiness”) is 

differentiated from xiangxin (“trust”) in that the former refers to monitored obligations, 

while the latter refers to a voluntary commitment (Barbalet, 2014a). Face can be 

translated as either mianzi or lian, since both represent a subjective/objective, 

moral/reputational evaluation that can be gained, maintained or reduced (Qi, 2011). 

Face has a dual effect in that how a person behaves influences how others perceive that 

person, and how others behave influences how they are perceived, thus serving as a 

mechanism to maintain social order (Qi, 2011).  

Based on Chinese cultural assumptions, as opposed to those embodied in 

Western cultural (Fei, 1949/1992; Liang, 1949/2005),4 scholars generally regard the 

expressive aspect of guanxi to have been dominant in rural China until just after 1949, 
                                                
4 Both books were first published in 1949, and then republished subsequently in English in 1992 and in 
Chinese in 2005, respectively.  
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especially in the daily lives of villagers (Fei, 1963; Kipnis, 1997; Yan, 1996, 20005). 

Both Liang Shuming (1949/2005) and Fei Xiaotong (1949/2002)6 conducted their 

research and made their observations in the pre-1949 era, before the establishment of 

the People’s Republic of China. In contrasting the concepts of collectivism and 

individualism in the development of Western history that evolved around the institution 

of Christianity, the late-Qing-born philosopher Liang7 (2005, pp. 70-72) argued that the 

Chinese-self is a relational-self (Lun Li Ben Wei). In this case, with regard to the 

Chinese self, ego is at the centre of any given relationship, but the person involved is 

significantly concerned with their relationships with others and not only with 

themselves in isolation from others. At the centre of social relations in general in China 

is the family, which serves as the prototype of all relationships. Based on these 

assumptions Fei (1992) explained that the relational-self is a “differential mode of 

associations” (Cha Xu Ge Ju). This is explained with the widely-cited metaphor that 

the Chinese-self is like “ripples formed from a stone thrown into a lake, each circle 

spreading out from the center becomes more distant and at the same time more 

insignificant” (p. 62). Unsurprisingly, family is located at the centre of the ripple. This 

seemingly vague description, in fact, reflects the axiology of guanxi and how it is 

similar to but different from social capital and social networks (Barbalet, 2015; Qi, 

2013). According to Liang (2005, p. 72) Lun Li also means ethics, which starts with 

understanding filial piety in the family and expands to different relationships in society. 

Understanding the importance of family in guanxi is crucial. On the one hand, it 
                                                
5 Yan Yunxiang’s book The Flow of Gifts: Reciprocity and Social Networking in a Chinese Village was 
first published by Stanford University Press in 1996, and then translated into Chinese by Li and Liu and 
published by Shanghai People’s Publishing House in 2000.  
6 Fei Xiaotong did not specify a field for investigation in his book From the Soil. However, his book 
Peasant Life in China is based on his observations in the village of Jiang, a rural village 80 miles west of 
Shanghai.   
7 In China and other East Asian countries, the family name comes first, followed by the given name. 
This thesis will follow this tradition when referring to East Asian scholars, except for Mayfair Yang who 
stated her ambiguity as an American-born Chinese anthropologist studying China in the methodology 
chapter of her book.   
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explains the common practice of “fictive kin,” or naming a non-kin with the 

terminology of kinship as a way to particularize a general tie. On the other hand, it 

explains the managerial style that is infused with the discourses of family in not only 

China but also in other East Asian societies.  

Gifts are considered the embodiment and practice of guanxi. Studies on gifting 

economy endeavour to indicate that gifting is an alternative exchange system—a 

system that is embedded with spirits, emotions and reciprocity of another kind (see The 

Gift by Mauss, 2002, for example)—to the short-term money exchange that is a de-

emotioned bridge of market exchange between buyers and sellers. The ethnographic 

books about gifting in rural China similarly distinguish guanxi exchange from market 

exchange. Both Kipnis (1997) and Yan (1996, 2000) conducted ethnographic studies of 

gifting and guanxi in two rural villages, Fengjia in Shandong Province and Xiajia in 

Heilongjiang Province, respectively, before the end of the 20th century and after the 

economic reforms had begun in Northern China, respectively. These works 

demonstrate how gifts in the villages went beyond mere reciprocity and served as an 

important mechanism guided by hierarchy and renqing for the generation and 

maintenance of guanxi. Through the long-term exchange of gifts and renqing involving 

a number of different occasions, from marriage to a sharing of cigarettes in everyday 

life, a vibrant mutual-assisting village life is maintained involving different patrilocal 

extended families. Importantly, both of these authors included ganqing in their 

discussion of gifting to avoid differentiating Chinese gifting from Western gifting, and 

they both avoid depicting a ritualized culture that is devoid of genuine and simple 

affection among human beings. In short, the gifting and the tangible help those 

villagers provide to each other serve as mechanisms for the maintenance of expressive 

guanxi that links the village members and defines the characteristics of the Chinese 
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way of interaction.  

The expressive guanxi of rural China is filled with its culturally unique 

practices that reflect its underlying philosophy. However, instrumental guanxi starts to 

prevail with the establishment of the People’s Republic of China and flourishes in the 

reform era with the market system. Yan notes that: 

a clear line can be drawn between the village community and the 
outside world, paralleling the distinction between expressive and 
instrumental gift-giving activities…[A]ll instrumental exchanges go 
beyond the village boundary (Yan, 1996, p. 2, cited in Wilson, 2002, p. 
165). 

  
2.1.2 Instrumental Guanxi, Urban and Pragmatic  

The monograph by Mayfair Yang (1994, 2009) is mainly based on her 

ethnographies studies in Beijing after the commencement of economic reforms in the 

1980s (2009, pp. 1-14). Her research and discussion touches on every aspect of guanxi, 

mainly using a Foucauldian approach. The development of guanxi in the Zhou Dynasty 

(1046–256 BCE) is shown to be influenced by Confucianism among citizens opposed 

to Legalism, adopted by the state of the Qin Dynasty (221–206 BCE) (Yang 2009, pp. 

190-217). Yang (2009, pp. 218-246) goes on to argue that the collectivist socialist state 

in China ruled by Chairman Mao also adopted a form of Legalism as its ruling 

philosophy and therefore the familial expressive guanxi in rural China became a target 

that the party-state wished to destroy. As Kipnis (1997) similarly pointed out, “the CCP 

(Chinese Communist Party) co-opted, reinvented, and versioned practices of guanxi 

production as much as eliminating them altogether” (pp. 160-161). During the Mao era 

the base of guanxi, especially its expressive component of ganqing, shifted from 

family (which had predominated in imperial times and in rural China) to almost 

exclusively a class (jieji) based form, bifurcating the working class (including the 

poorest peasants) and the capitalists (including landowners, and in the Cultural 
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Revolution intellectuals and anyone considered a capitalist) (Kipnis, 1997, pp. 161-

164). The fundamental philosophy guiding expressive guanxi, namely family-oriented 

Confucianism, faltered, with the notorious stories of family member betraying each 

other and accusing each other as the “rebel against the system” under the attack of Red 

Guards, the militant enthusiastic student followers of Chairman Mao.   

The instrumental guanxi based on class during the Mao era served as a 

mechanism for people to gain access to every-day goods and achieve advancement in 

their careers. A crucial trait of instrumental guanxi is that it guides individuals to view 

every social relationship in primarily pragmatic terms. The practice of pulling guanxi 

commences with the intention of the favour-provider to establishing guanxi for a 

particular advantageous purpose, usually via intermediaries. At the same time the 

practice of gift exchange, deprived of its rich ritual elements that previously connected 

members of the village community, now takes on a largely instrumental purpose (Yan, 

2000, pp. 228-230). From this time in China’s recent history “going through the back 

door” becomes part of everyday language in China, referring to achieving an 

instrumental purpose using particularized ties. Similar terms can be found in other 

socialist countries, such as blat in Russian (Lenevova, 1998;2000, cited in Yang, 2009, 

pp. 304-305), dojście in Polish, and protkcio in Ukrainian (Wedel, 1986; Rona-Tas, 

1990, both cited in Yan, 2000, p. 229).  

The economic reform in China, moving from a planned economy to a market 

economy, has led to the end of the monopoly of “class ganqing”, while at the same 

time introducing a form of guanxi that is mostly discussed today—business guanxi, 

namely guanxi with a focus on the interactions between business and the state. Guanxi 

is seen as contributing to the economic miracle and the development of capitalism 

within the economies of the so-called four tigers, namely Hong Kong, Singapore, 
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South Korea and Taiwan, all in the social-cultural context of greater China. Since the 

early 1980s Mainland China has become the leading “tiger”. With the resumption of 

Confucianism as well as other traditional values and the emergence of a new 

interpretation of class in China, in which capitalists are no longer seen as the enemy of 

“socialism with Chinese characteristics” but as leading contributors to it, the 

expressive components of guanxi now incorporate any aspect of economic life so long 

as it serves the instrumental purpose of money-making.  

Scholars have argued that guanxi has greatly compensated for the 

“underdeveloped”8 market, legal, and social systems (Kao, 1991; Lin, 1949; Redding, 

1990, all cited in Kipnis, 1997, pp. 153-155). At the macro level, guanxi has 

compensated for the underdevelopment of economic infrastructures in China, including 

the banking system, by assisting businesses in raising money for investment and 

thereby contributing to production, and marketing (see Hamilton, 1998, and Hu, 2006, 

in Taiwan, and Yuan, 1987, and Zhou & Dong, 2003, in Wenzhou). An extremely 

important characteristic of business in China is that it now revolves around 

“trustworthiness”, which is established in guanxi. At the micro level, guanxi is utilized 

for the maximum of self-interest. With the abolition of state-assigned jobs and the 

introduction of an open job market, guanxi, defined as having strong ties as opposed to 

weak ties, has served as a mechanism for people to gain employment (Bian, 2002). In 

terms of the “underdevelopment” of the legal system, guanxi has led to corruption in 

China. In his eighteen-month fieldwork study of small firms in Xiamen, David Wank 

(1999) found that a “symbiotic clientelism” exists between local government and 

businesses consisting in a huge amount of smuggling and corruption, in which 

government officials offer entrepreneurs profits, special permission, and protection 
                                                
8  The quotation marks around “underdeveloped” indicate that the system one day will develop into a 
rule-of-law state with a transparent, open, and sophisticated market economy. However, it is arguable 
whether this will serve as the universal trajectory of development in all societies.  
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while entrepreneurs provide payoffs, employment, and partnerships to the officials. As 

a result of the flexibility of bureaucracy in this case and the ‘adjustability’ of the 

content of law and how it is implemented, the local officials are in a position of power 

in deciding how a business could access the market and resources, which in turn leads 

the businessperson in question to utilize a range of methods, both legal and illegal, to 

particularize the tie they have to officials (Hsing, 1997).  

The underlining assumption of the literature considered in this section might be 

that they confirm Guthrie’s (1998) standpoint that the significance of instrumental 

guanxi will decline during China’s economic transition with the establishment of a 

mature economic system and rule-of-law state. The problem with this particular debate 

concerning whether guanxi will decline or thrive is that it does not regard guanxi as a 

dynamic and thus changing form that is intertwined with the social-historical setting in 

which it operates. In relatively stable imperial times and in some areas of rural China 

that are guided by traditional values, the expressive guanxi predominates since the face 

in the community and the sustainment of the community consists of various extended 

family are the major concern. In the Mao era and in the reform era, instrumental guanxi 

compensates the “underdeveloped systems” and serves as a mechanism for individuals 

to survive, thrive and maximize the individual profits that are possible in the turmoil of 

policy changes.  

 
2.2 The Changing Patriarchal State and Gendered Guanxi 

East Asian societies have distinguishable patriarchal characteristics (Hofstede, 

cited in Bian & Ikeda, 2014, p. 6). “Patriarchy is a system of social structures and 

practices in which men dominate, oppress and exploit women” (Walby, 1990, p. 18). 

Walby (1990) listed six social structures that perpetuate patriarchy, including the 

household, paid work, state policies, violence, sexuality, and cultural institutions. 
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Patriarchy can also be understood as the subordination of women to men, in both 

private and public spheres, economically, politically, culturally, and physically. 

Traditional Chinese society is patriarchal in nature. In this way women are confined to 

the domestic sphere and are entirely subordinate to men, and their status is decided by 

their sexual attractiveness and their ability to produce heirs, namely sons (Baker, 1979; 

Barbalet, 2014b). This tradition persists in rural China, where men have more non-

marital relations than do women and are responsible for “guanxi production that 

establishes links between households” (Kipnis, 2002, pp. 32-33).  

With the modernization of China and the overthrow of feudal government, 

women’s status has greatly improved. Women are now able to receive an education and 

engage in paid work outside the household. This course of development is different 

from Western feminism, which occurred bottom-up, in so far as Chinese women’s 

social advancement is a trickle-down process and the Communist Party serves as the 

“male protector of women’s right[s] and interests” (Zheng, 2005, p. 521; see also 

Stacey, 1983). In China during the Mao era, women were considered to be “China’s 

great, untapped rural resource” (Stacey, 1983, p. 208) who could “hold up half the 

sky.” Moreover, women’s role in the public sphere was emphasized as being that of a 

non-sexed “iron lady” (Lai, 2008). Stacey (1983) uses the idea of patriarchal-socialism 

to “represent the socialization of productive activities in the context of sustained 

patriarchal authority over women, marriage and the domestic economy” (p. 217). In 

short, although women’s status has greatly improved, China remains a patriarchal state 

that revolves around the interests of men. Interestingly, research on women’s guanxi, 

especially urban guanxi and its instrumental aspect, has been extremely limited. 

Hitherto, there has not been a single book or article devoted only to women’s guanxi 

with a focus on careers. It is the purpose and intention of this thesis to contribute to our 
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understanding of women’s role in guanxi.  

 
2.2.1 Gendered Guanxi in the Danwei System in the Mao Rra 

Liu (2007) examined gender differences in the danwei system in her book 

Gender and Work in Urban China: Women Workers of the Unlucky Generation. The 

main argument of the book is how women born in the Mao era had to sacrifice during 

the turmoil of changing policies from the Mao era to the reform era without a focus on 

guanxi, which attempted to fill the research gap on the gender aspect in the study of 

guanxi. Danwei, a special product of socialism in the Mao era, was a lifelong work-

unit in urban China that not only controlled employers’ public interests and benefits, 

such as salary, but also private interests (Liu, 2007, p. 41; Stockman, 1994). Danwei 

was a “self-contained and self-served” (Liu, 2007, p. 65) community that included 

accommodation, hospitals, and schools, and provided multiple services such as 

retirement pensions and even approval for marriages and divorces (Zhou & Yang, 

1999). Liu (2007) argued that danwei was a “complex component of processes of 

control” (p. 64) in which traditional double standards of men’s and women’s sexuality 

persisted. For example, women who experienced sexual harassment felt helpless and 

annoyed, but they sometimes acquiesced in order to gain a promotion, for instance.  

In addition to being confined to certain women-centred jobs, which were lower 

in rank to those of men, women were less likely to obtain good biaoxian 

(“performance”) and establish their own guanxi (Liu, 2007). Biaoxian is “the 

subjective quality of employees evaluated by leaders” (Walder, cited in Liu, 2007, p. 

46) that decides the “rewards and punishment” of the employee (Liu, 2007, p. 46). 

Biaoxian is based on not only work performance but also all other aspects of a person, 

in which guanxi plays a significant role (Liu, 2007, pp. 46-51). Women therefore 

routinely received poorer biaoxian and guanxi compared with men because, on the one 
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hand, they were excluded from certain masculine social activities such as smoking, 

drinking, and social eating, and, on the other hand, being too close to the male leader 

would put them under the spotlight of sexual gossip. Thus, “guanxi is a male network, 

a gendered social resource” (p. 54) in which patriarchal ideas prevent women from 

doing as well as men, which in turn reinforces patriarchy.  

 
2.2.2 Gendered Guanxi after the Economic Reforms 

After the economic reforms the socialist state became neoliberal and 

cooperated with other global capitals (Pun, 2005, 2009, p.17).9 The danwei system, 

with its life-long welfare structure, gradually collapsed. China pursued investment and 

joint operations with foreign companies, and many state-owned enterprises gradually 

became privatized with the adoption of the stock shareholder system. Along with the 

rise of the private sector, people started to find their own jobs in the job market instead 

of having them distributed by the state, and changing jobs became common.  

While some scholars have argued that women’s status has greatly improved as 

a result of the booming economy, others have noted that gender inequality and 

traditional gender roles, as well as the sexualized image of women, still persists (Lin, 

Srisupandit, & Zebra, 2009; Zheng, 2005), as does the objectification and 

commercialization of women’s bodies. The market-driven capitalist economy has 

relied on patriarchal ideas to control women in labour production, and sexuality has 

been used as a way to stimulate consumer desire (Hooper, 1998; Pun, 2005). Hooper 

(1998) found that women are depicted as a “flower vase” and “housewife” in 

advertisements, which reinforces ideal femininity as having a sexually attractive 

modern body and being a “virtuous wife and good mother” (p. 189), which in turn 

reinforces patriarchy.  
                                                
9 Pun Ngai’s book Made in China: Women Factory Workers in a Global Workplace was published in 
English in 2005, and then in Chinese in 2009.  
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Scholars have addressed the notion that both men and women tend to have 

homosocial relations, in which men’s networks are more in non-familial social space 

while women’s are more domestic focused, including being a matchmaker or 

establishing guanxi with their children’s teachers (Bian & Ikeda, 2014; Yang, 1994). 

Mayfair Yang (2009, pp. 73-79) addressed this distinction in her work by positing that, 

on the one hand, guanxi, especially renqing and the expressive aspect, is believed to be 

a “feminine” thing, focusing on caring and relationships, but, on the other hand, due to 

traditional ideas, women are believed to be, by both men and women, not suitable for 

guanxi practice in the instrumental aspect (i.e., public events) due to traditional gender 

ideas including chastity. Scholars have noted that women are excluded from male 

social activities, which further perpetuates patriarchy (Kipnis, 2001; Liu, 2008; 

Obserg, 2013). Under such conditions, women may utilize a male relatives’ guanxi 

(Bian & Ikeda, 2014), which may result in attainment of a more family-oriented job 

(Cao & Chiung, 2007; Liu, 2010). Lai (2008a) argued that the longer the marriage, the 

more women benefited from their husband’s social network. However, this use of 

husbands’ guanxi entails the precondition that women “marrying up”, which again 

perpetuates patriarchy.  

      
2.3 Research Gap—Erotic Capital, and Gendered and Sexualized 
Guanxi 

 It is nearly impossible to study the gendered interaction between guanxi and 

interpersonal relationships10 without exploring emotions, passions, lust, and libido in 

Freudian terms (Freud, 1975). Academic works on rural guanxi in China have focused 

on women’s guanxi and gifting only within the context of marriage and family (Kipnis, 

1997, pp. 84-104; Yan, 2000, pp. 171-191), while the gendered and sexualized 

                                                
10 It shall be noted that the author is referring to all types of interpersonal interactions, which are 
inevitably gendered and sexualized, regardless of sexuality.  
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interactions outside of marriage and family, especially in the discussion of the 

instrumental aspect of guanxi in urban China, have been understudied. This urban 

phenomenon is uncommon for rural women until they become part of “the floating 

population” of migrant workers, whose main concern is dealing with urban-rural 

differences and discrimination, segregation, and exploitation (Pun, 2009). Pun (2009, 

pp. 79-87) also noted that guanxi based on place of origin and language (as well as 

dialectal accents) is manipulated by both the women workers themselves in forming 

communities and by the capitalists who employ them (i.e., Hong Kong managers in 

Pun’s research) in factory organization and in the division of labour.  

It is possible to identify two significant gaps in the literature, empirical and 

theoretical. Empirically, the workplace based instrumentally oriented guanxi of the 

young generation of women born in the reform era and who operate in urban China has 

been understudied. Different from their mothers’ generation, which was controlled by 

patriarchy and a turbulent state during the Mao era, these women are well-educated 

and are expected to have a prosperous future owing to China’s one-child policy (Liu, 

2007, pp. 125-139). These younger educated women also hold dual sets of values, both 

modern and traditional, feminist and patriarchal, and individualist and collectivist. 

Moreover, they ambitiously strive for their own dreams while at the same time 

searching for a decent breadwinner husband, aiming to become “white collar beauty” 

that incorporates the ability to work with the display of feminine beauty (Liu, 2007, p. 

145). According to McKinsey & Company’s Women Matter research conducted in 

2007, China’s female labour participation rate is 74%, which exceeds that of all other 

Asian countries, as well as that of the US and the UK. With such a significant number 

of women joining the workplace, especially white-collar female labour, it is 

appropriate to examine how gender influences the establishment, maintenance, and 
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outcome of guanxi. 

Theoretically, guanxi has not been studied under the lens of dynamic sexualized 

interactions full of emotions and passion. This is predominantly because the concept of 

erotic capital, first coined by Catherine Hakim in her 2010 article and monograph in 

2011, and evolving from the sex-war debate between feminists in the 1980s and 1990s 

(Green, 2013, pp. 138-139), or some similar concept, has not been applied to the theory 

of guanxi. Erotic capital, according to Hakim (2010, 2011), is a combination of 

aesthetic, visual, physical, social, and sexual attractiveness that can be seen as a fourth 

personal asset that can interact with the other three, namely economic, social, and 

cultural capital. Hakim (2010, pp. 500-501) listed six key elements of erotic capital, 

including beauty, sexual attractiveness, social skills, liveliness, social presentation, and 

sexuality. As Hakim (2010) has argued, in some societies, fertility would be included in 

addition to these six (p. 501). Warhurst and Nickson (2009) argue that the notion of 

erotic labour encompasses emotional labour, aesthetic labour, and sexual labour, where 

emotional labour involves the use of social skills, aesthetic labour is the mobilization 

of aesthetic beauty, and that sexual labour represents the deployment of capacities in 

sexual relationships, such as flirting. In these terms, it is possible to define erotic 

capital as “the multi-faced attractiveness that consists of emotional, aesthetic and 

sexual aspects that can interact with other forms of capitals”. 

Although there is an on-going debate concerning the bases of erotic capital (i.e., 

whether it is essentialist or constructionist) and about the possibility of plural erotic 

fields where respective erotic habits (which give rise to erotic capital) function 

accordingly (see Green, 2013, 2014), this is not the main concern of the present thesis. 

Instead, the theoretical contribution of this thesis will be the incorporation of an 

interpretation of the concept of erotic capital into the theory of gendered and 
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sexualized guanxi, especially instrumental guanxi, which will be explained thoroughly 

in the following chapter.  

 
3. A Theory of Gendered and Sexualized Guanxi  

The previous literature review chapter captures the trajectory of guanxi, from 

the dominance of its expressive aspect in imperial times that continues in rural China 

to its instrumental aspect during the Mao era and which in many ways continues in the 

current reform era, especially in urban China. While a lacuna of a sexualized guanxi 

still remains in the literature, there is a need to appreciate the gendered context of 

guanxi. This chapter will outline a theory of gendered and sexualized guanxi. It will do 

this by integrating a resource theory of social exchange (Foa and Foa, 2012) with the 

notion of erotic capital. In this way it will be possible to understand both the expressive 

and instrumental aspects of guanxi as they relate to relations and connections between 

men and women in commercial and business settings in mainland China today.  

 
3.1 Resource Theory of Social Exchange  

Resource theory as developed by Foa and Foa (2012) is a variant of social 

exchange theory. As it is broadly understood, social exchange theory draws on the 

premises of both behaviourism and rational choice theory. In considering the 

interaction between individuals, institutions, and structures as a form of exchange 

behaviourism pays attention to the relationship between the environment and an action 

that is understood in terms of “operant conditioning, or the learning process by which 

‘behavior is modified by its consequences’” (Ritzer & Goodman, 2004, p. 267, italics 

added). Rational choice theory, on the other hand, focuses on actions, either individual 

or collective, that maximize the utility of the actor(s) concerned (Ritzer & Goodman, 

2004, pp. 293-299).  
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George Homans introduced social exchange theory as a theory that “envisages 

social behavior as an exchange of activity, tangible or intangible, and more or less 

rewarding or costly, between at least two persons” (1961, p. 13). Admitting to being a 

psychological reductionist, Homans developed several propositions for explaining and 

anticipating micro individual social behaviours based on prior rewards (Ibld.). Peter 

Blau and also Richard Emerson later developed the theory in their analyses of social 

organizations (including companies), networks, and social structures (including norms 

and values) (Ritzer & Goodman, 2004, pp. 276-289). More recently, and in reaction to 

the assumption that actors are unemotional, self-interested, calculating human beings, 

Lawler (2001) incorporated a notion of “global emotion” into the affect theory of 

social exchange. In Lawler’s account “global emotion” is simply categorized as either 

positive or negative, and defined as “‘primitive’ and having [an] ambiguous 

source…and transitory to the more enduring affective sentiments about social objects 

such as relationship[s], groups, and network[s]” (p. 326).  

A frequently noted problem with this group of theories of social exchange is 

their understanding of reciprocity mainly, if not exclusively, through the categories of 

economics. The affect theory of social exchange as proposed by Lawler (2001) 

suggests that non-rational emotions, either positive or negative, which are themselves 

derived from social exchanges, can enhance or weaken solidarity in the rational 

exchange of relations or networks. The foremost problem with this approach is the 

oversimplified categorization of emotions. Emotions usually exist in an ambiguous 

form and to simply dichotomize emotions as either positive or negative ignores the 

major qualities of which the emotions in question consist. Rather than follow Lawler’s 

approach in the following discussion the content and connotations of emotions will be 

further explored.   
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Foa and Foa’s (2012) resource theory of social exchange incorporates 

“irrational” sentimental aspects, such as reputation and love, into the substance of 

social exchanges. Rather than being regarded as simply a stimulus for exchanges 

between social actors, then, it is possible on this basis to develop an approach to the 

resources exchanged between actors which broadens the scope of reciprocity in 

exchange. The model proposed by Foa and Foa, after some modifications, can be used 

to explain the nature of guanxi, in both its expressive and instrumental aspects. Foa and 

F 

Foa (2012) divide the resources indicated in their theory into six distinct classes, 

namely, love, status, service (including sexual service), information, goods, and money. 

These are defined as follows:  

 
‘Love’ is an expression of affectionate regard, warmth, or comfort. 
‘Status’ indicates an evaluative judgment that conveys prestige, regard, 
or esteem. ‘Information’ includes advice, opinions, instruction, or 
enlightenment but excludes those behaviors that could be classed as 
love or status. ‘Money’ is any coin, currency, or token that has some 
standard unit of exchange value. ‘Goods’ are tangible products, objects, 
or materials. ‘Service’ involves activities that affect the body or 
belongings of a person and that often constitute labor for another (Foa 

Figure 2. The cognitive structure of the six resource classes (Foa & Foa, 2012, p.18) 
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& Foa, 2012, p. 16). 
 

 
As shown in Figure 2 above, the six types of resources indicated here can be 

placed along a horizontal coordinate of concreteness and also a vertical coordinate of 

particularism. The abscissa (the distance between the resource and the axis to which it 

relates) “roughly”11 indicates the extent of concreteness of the type of resource in 

question, and therefore the ease with which it can be measured or not. For example, 

tangible goods and different services are more concrete and more material than status, 

for instance, or information, which are more abstract and amorphous and therefore less 

concrete. The more concrete a good the easier it is to measure; the more abstract a 

good, the more difficult it is to measure. Since money and love are “both concrete and 

symbolic”, they are arranged by Foa and Foa (2012) in the intermediate position. The 

vertical coordinate of particularism is defined as “the extent to which the value of a 

given resource is influenced by the particular persons involved in exchanging it and by 

their relationship” (Foa & Foa, 2012, p.17). In other words, particularism ranges 

between those resources that are more symbolic, more pertinent to a specific 

relationship, and more emotion-embedded at one extreme of the range to those that are 

less so at the other end of the range. In this way, love is always between particular 

persons whereas money may be exchanged between total strangers. 

In their account Foa & Foa (2012) go on to explain the properties that affect the 

classes of resources that are exchanged (pp. 20-24) and how different classes of 

resources are exchanged (pp. 24-31). Regarding reciprocity within the same class of 

resources, they argue that the more universal the resources, the easier it is for them to 

be exchanged, and the more a person experiences loss of that resource when one gives 
                                                
11 Even though I agree with the overall arrangement of the abscissa, it is inaccurate to arrange love and 
money in the same position since money, as indicated by the authors themselves, can be valued in a 
“standardized” system while love cannot. I would put the two classes of resources on opposite vertical 
coordinates. 
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it to another. This is most obvious in the case of money as a resource, which has almost 

universal exchange value and that one’s store of money is necessarily diminished when 

it is given to another. The opposite obtains for love, which is both difficult to give and 

which is not diminished through provision to another. Regarding the interexchange 

between different resources, the proximity of these resources in the chart above defines 

their exchange patterns: “the neighboring resources can be substitute[d] for one another 

more easily and more efficiently than distant ones” (Foa & Foa, 2012, p. 24). 

Therefore, the more distant the class of resources are on the chart, considering love and 

money as examples, the more unsatisfied an actor will be in the exchange relation. If 

more adjacent resources are exchanged, on the other hand, such as love and status, the 

actors in question are more likely to be satisfied. 

 
3.1.1Critique of Exchange Theory and Rational Choice Theory 

The schools of exchange theory and rational choice theory have been criticized 

for ignoring cultural variation (Fararo, 1996) and chance events (G. Hill, 1997), and for 

assuming that everyone chooses between alternative possibilities on the basis of self-

centred and calculative principles (England & Kilbourne, 1990) (all cited in Ritzer & 

Goodman, 2004, pp. 300-301). These criticisms point to the core of the underlying 

paradigm of exchange and rational choice theories, namely an intention to provide a 

universal theory that can be applied to every society throughout history, and should be 

used not only to understand and interpret but also to predict and, in the case of 

Coleman (1990, p. 651, cited in Ritzer & Goodman, 2004, p. 299), reconstruct a new 

society.  

The methodology adopted by Foa and Foa (2012), typical of much social 

psychology, is to study social interactions under laboratory conditions. A laboratory 

setting is believed to be scientific because it eliminates what the researchers regard as 
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irrelevant factors unavoidable in the complexity of social-cultural contexts. In this way, 

by artificially isolating what are regarded as distinct dependent and independent 

variables law-like relations can be ‘discovered’ and stated. The propose of this type of 

research is to generate theories that can predict human behaviour. The difficulty with 

this approach, however, is that while it can indicate the relationship between defined 

variables under stated conditions, real world experience occurs under quite different 

types of conditions frequently involving variables that cannot be specified for 

laboratory research. Social actions are embedded in variant social conditions and while 

laboratory generated formulations may be suggestive for further research they are 

seldom sufficient.  

 
3.2 A Theory of Gendered and Sexualized Guanxi  

The framework of the resource theory of social exchange, after modification, is 

shown here to be useful in helping to explain the instrumental and expressive aspects 

of guanxi after the modification in question, which includes adding selected 

components of guanxi to the particularism and concreteness coordinates. Rather than 

an ambitious all-encompassing universal framework, the framework that will be 

introduced here simply serves as a hermeneutic basis to understand the meanings of 

actions and therefore assist in their interpretation.  
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  Figure 3. A framework of gendered and sexualized guanxi 

 
As shown in the chart above, the vocabulary of guanxi is arranged along the 

coordinate axes of particularism and concreteness. In this chart, the concept of “face” 

is used instead of “status”, and “erotic capital” is used instead of “love”. The 

conceptualization of status seems rather vague in Foa and Foa’s (2012) study, which 

simply refers to it as an “evaluative judgment that conveys prestige, regard, or esteem” 

(p. 12), without explaining what the object, subject of evaluation, and factors that 

define the evaluation are. On the contrary, face, as a concept developed in and intrinsic 

to China, is a useful concept with comprehensive meanings in global sociology (Qi, 

2011, pp. 279-282). Face consists of two synonyms—Mianzi and Lian—which refer to 

the reputational and moral evaluation of oneself that can be gained, reduced, or 

maintained both subjectively (from oneself) and objectively (from others) (Qi, 2011, 

pp. 282-288). What marks the salience of face in China, is that  

[when] face itself becomes an object of self-conscious consideration, 
[i]t is possible…that persons may…not only to achieve the pleasure of 
social approval and avoid the pain of social disapproval or censure, but 
also to engage in a politics of face as an explicit social practice (Qi, 
2011, p. 292). 
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Qi (2011, p. 292) proposed the possibility of viewing face as the primary 

concern of social interactions and the purpose of social engagement, which functions 

as a mechanism for social conformity and obligations, especially in the absence of 

other guiding institutions such as law and formal religion. To comprehend the concept 

of face better, renqing (i.e., the norms for interpersonal interactions) must be taken into 

consideration. In short, renqing refers to appropriateness of conduct in interactions in 

China, including the proper emotional response in different situations and, more 

importantly, apprehension in various circumstances with the knowledge of how to 

interact in the present and also in the future, especially with the acknowledgement of 

renqing debt in an enduring long-term relationship (Hwang, 1987, pp. 953-955). An 

understanding of renqing also requires an individual to view the interaction from the 

point of view of a hierarchal social context (Yan, 1996, 2000). For example, the gifting 

flow in rural villages has always been from ordinary villagers to the leaders in the 

villages, so that one can expect imposing a long-term renqing debt that one day the 

leaders will pay back in the form of other resources (Yan, 2000, pp. 125-141).12 

Hwang (1987, p. 956) also uses the resource theory of social exchange and its 

chart to explain renqing, replacing love with renqing. I agree with Hwang that love, as 

a contestable concept that needs further decoding, should be replaced in the chart, 

especially when using it as an element for exchange. Nevertheless, I disagree with 

placing renqing at the top of particularism and the middle of concreteness, since 

renqing functions at least at a communal level, if not a societal level, and thus it should 

be placed at the intermediary level of the vertical coordinate, as renqing, as opposed to 

ganqing (the voluntary emotional bond that one has), is filled with a symbolic 

understanding of the local culture at a certain historical time. Hsing (1997, pp. 153-
                                                
12 Similar to renqing in China, Ruth Benedict described the Japanese norms of interpersonal interactions 
in Chapter 9, “The Circle of Human Feeling”, in her book The Chrysanthemum and the Sword: Patterns 
of Japanese Culture (1989).  
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158), who investigated Taiwan businessmen doing business on the southern coast of 

China in the 1990s, argued that gifting in China requires high tactics, including 

choosing the gift, presenting the gift with good timing for the long term, and 

understanding the hidden meaning of the words of the favour provider. Hsing (1997) 

provided an interesting example of understanding hidden symbolic meanings:  

 
When an investor asks for a greater allowance of products to be sold in 
local markets, the official in charge might tell the investor, ‘Let me 
yanjiu yanjiu about it.’ Literally, yanjiu means ‘do research’ or ‘look 
into the matter carefully.’ Yet…[s]ince the pronunciation of yanjiu is 
close to that of the Mandarin words meaning ‘cigarettes and liquor,’ in 
earlier days yanjiu literally implied a demand for cigarettes and liquor 
as gifts (pp. 157-158). 

“Yanjiu” nowadays does not imply the same symbolic meaning for the content 

of the gifts (at least not in my field work in Shenzhen), and it certainly does not have 

the same meaning in rural villages, as yanjiu does not provide a context for the 

instrumental aspect of gift exchanges between businesspersons and local-officials. 

However, inappropriate reactions, including not being able to comprehend the 

“hidden” yet “known to all” symbols, should be understood as not understanding 

renqing. The point to be made here is that renqing is definitely not at the “most” end of 

particularism, where Hwang (1987, p. 956) placed it, but rather it should be placed in 

the middle since it guides contextualized norms. I placed the concept of gifts in 

between goods and services, since gifts can appear in the form of both goods and 

services (especially entertainment services, which will be discussed in chapter 4).   

At the “more” end of particularism lies ganqing, which represents the simple 

emotions, attachments, affection that one has. This can be expressed in different forms, 

toward different subjects such as people, place and things, and in various levels of 

intensity. Trustworthiness (xinyong) should be differentiated from trust (xiangxin) 

because the former includes monitored obligations while the latter is represented by 
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voluntary commitments (Barbalet, 2014a, pp. 3-9). Trust is possible after a long 

duration of interpersonal interactions, but trustworthiness can be established within a 

short period of time under the mechanism of face via intermediaries (visible or 

invisible13) and one’s capability of mastering renqing. The concept of trustworthiness 

is important in understanding the shift from “strong ties” to “weak ties” in urban China 

after the reforms, since trustworthiness, originating from the constraints of a third party 

via face, functions as the base to secure guanxi. Hu’s (2006) study on entrepreneurship 

in Wenzhou argues that Wenzhou people obtained capital quickly by borrowing from 

an informal lending network. Over 87% of the firms borrowed money solely on the 

basis of trustworthiness and reputation in the community, and 22% of the money 

transactions did not have any substantial records of the transfers (Hu, 2006). The basis 

of trustworthiness is not that everyone in that city (which has over 1.9 million people) 

knows each other, but that they are confident enough about guanxi based on their 

region and the affectiveness of any sanctions that would be imposed against a 

transgressor. These factors, as elements of expressive guanxi, define and in a way 

discipline the practice of guanxi via obligations and sanctions, but, more importantly, 

they mark the particularism of guanxi (i.e., social relations), which is important for 

economic relations in China. As an important component of the instrumental aspect of 

guanxi, the concept of advancement in business and career was also added to the chart 

in Figure 3.  

Placing all the concepts related to guanxi that have been discussed into the 

chart, the transformation of guanxi can clearly be traced. Guanxi in imperial and rural 

China focused on the maintenance of renqing, face, and ganqing, usually through the 

exchange of material goods and money in the form of gifts (as shown in Figure 4). 
                                                
13 Visible intermediaries refer to specific, tangible, personal links between two people, while invisible 
intermediaries refer to the common ground between two people based on region, education background, 
working background, ethnicity, and anything else that they share.   
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Guanxi in the Maoist era was strengthened by career advancements and used for 

obtaining daily goods (as shown in Figure 5), while guanxi in the reform era in urban 

China accentuated career and business advancements and obtaining money (as shown 

in Figure 6). The expressive elements after the Maoist era were utilized as a way to 

particularize a social tie; in other words, these elements were used to enhance guanxi 

so that its instrumental purpose could be fulfilled. It should be noted that the arrow 

pointing from information to career/business enhancement in Figure 6 indicates the rise 

of the use of weak ties in job hunting.  

Figure 4. Guanxi in imperial and rural China 
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Figure 6. Guanxi in the reform era in urban China 
 

Figure 5. Guanxi in the Maoist Era 
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3.3 Erotic Capital and Guanxi 

Erotic capital is set apart from ganqing in this study for two reasons. Firstly, the 

research focus of this thesis is the gendered and sexualized interaction that is more 

pertinent to erotic capital than the very general form of ganqing, which encompasses 

all human attachments. Secondly, erotic capital is more directly linked with romantic 

love, which is usually defined as the most particular relationship between human 

beings.  

            Foa and Foa (2012) presented their laboratory finding, that people feel 

uncomfortable exchanging particular resources with general resources, without 

understanding the particular classes of resources that particularize a social tie and that 

facilitate the gaining of general resources. The missing link is an enduring 

particularized social tie; in other words, guanxi. In fact, all the elements in the chart 

presented above can interact with each other, depending on purposes to which they are 

put. In general, the more particular the resources, the more power they will have in 

particularizing a tie, and hence the stronger guanxi will be; in turn, the stronger guanxi 

is, the more instrumental general resources will be gained.  

Foa and Foa (2012) indicated the reluctance of the university students in 

California to exchange love and money in the laboratory, but they failed to address the 

reasons for their discomfort in exchanging a particular resource with a general one. 

Love, as Pan Lynn (2016) points out, should not be understood as a universal term, but 

instead is a construction the details of which has varied throughout history in different 

countries. The separation of sex and love, with sex as sin and love as salvation in 

Christianity; and the Descartian body-mind division, come together with the 

subsequent system of monogamous marriage based on undeviating fidelity and the 

pursuit of platonic love (romantic love), which is ethnographically Western and 
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associated with modernization (Pan 2016, chapter 3). The Western construction of 

romantic love leads to the consecration of love, which serves as the quintessential 

human value that is later referred to as religion, the most sacred unquestionable value 

in the contemporary world (Beck & Beck, 1995). Money, by far the most opposite 

resource in terms of modernity, is usually seen as the most profane means of obtaining 

all earthly pleasure (including sex), but not love.  

By replacing love with erotic capital in the chart, erotic capital bypasses the 

ceaseless debate on whether love and sex can be separated and suits the exchange 

framework better. The theoretical setting for understanding erotic capital includes the 

question of how it interacts with other forms of capital, namely economic, social, and 

cultural capital (Hakim, 2010). Instead of using Bourdieusian terms as in Hakim’s 

study,14 the terms for guanxi will be used here. For example, guanxi will replace social 

capital; money and goods will be used instead of economic capital; and cultural capital 

will be substituted with the concept of renqing. 

Hakim’s (2010, 2011) underlying focus on erotic capital is optimist, focusing 

on its positive side. Hakim (2010, pp. 507-510) claims that possessing erotic capital 

empowers those who own it, especially women, in the mating and marriage market, in 

bargaining between partners, and in the labor market and working relations. The basis 

of erotic capital is therefore essentialist and not emancipatory, in that the male sexual 

deficit is a social fact (Hakim, 2015), while women have more erotic capital because 

they “work harder at personal presentation and the performance of gender and 

sexuality” (Hakim, 2010, p. 504). On this basis Hakim (2011, pp. 26-37, pp. 239-245) 

appeals for a new manifesto for women, stating that women should utilize fully their 

one and only crucial advantage—erotic capital—especially on the premise of lacking 
                                                
14 The reason for not using Bourdieusian terms is that I am proposing a theory of gendered and 
sexualized guanxi in which the economy does not serve as the foundation and class reproduction is not 
the main target of investigation.   
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other types of capital in a patriarchal society.  

This statement would be unacceptable for any scholar with emancipatory 

interests, who may regard erotic capital as a false construction that disempowers 

women. For instance, Wolf (1991) states that erotic capital, or the construction of a 

normative feminine body, is “the beauty myth” that “is not about women at all…[but] 

about men’s institutions and institutional power” (p. 13). This view regards ‘erotic 

capital’ as possibly leading women into self-destructive processes (via plastic surgery 

and eating disorders, for example) to fit into the beauty myth in order to enhance the 

aesthetic aspect of erotic capital, which puts women in competition with each other in 

attempting to win the “being attractive and beautiful” contest.  

Rather than relating to this debate between Hakim’s position and Wolf’s, my 

purpose is to present evidence from my informants in the following chapters which 

will show how erotic capital influences the practice of guanxi in Shenzhen. It will be 

shown that erotic capital can particularize weak ties (as the most particular type of 

resource!) by manipulation and gaming, depending on how the different parties 

perceive and present their emotions and intentions. It will also be shown that the use of 

erotic capital is disciplined by renqing (i.e., the norms of interpersonal interaction), 

face, and other mechanisms of gunaxi. In other words, erotic capital is inherently 

empowering and disempowering at the same time. Hence, a close examination of 

gendered and sexualized guanxi requires the consideration of the dialectical 

relationship of erotic capital interacting with other elements of guanxi.  

The research focus of this thesis is on working relationships in a public sphere 

that are intertwined (and sometimes only possible) with personal relationships in the 

private sphere. Some research has analyzed how organizations, especially in the 

service industry, use the aesthetic and emotional aspects of erotic capital of their 
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employees to generate increased profits, present the image of the organization, and 

enhance efficiency and customer satisfaction (See Hochschild,2003; Mastracci et al., 

2012). However, the concept of erotic capital in those studies is confined to short-term 

interactions rather than enduring long-term interactions, and therefore it was not based 

on guanxi. The subject of the current research is how individuals utilize erotic capital 

for guanxi, especially instrumental guanxi in the workplace in urban China.  

The sexual aspect of erotic capital has been set apart in this study from its 

aesthetic and emotional aspects since its main component—sex—is a more tangible 

and concrete interaction that can be considered as a form of erotic capital, standing 

between service and love as stated by Foa and Foa (2012, p. 17). Emotions and 

aesthetic elements, although closely linked with eroticism, remain more abstract and 

symbolic. Another reason for the distinction proposed here is that it is important to 

discuss different ‘types’ of women in terms of guanxi, as discussed in the following 

chapters. This will include an explanation of the use of erotic capital in standardized 

male-centred guanxi, and how urban white-collar female workers utilize erotic capital 

as a way to establish their own guanxi (and to navigate through the standardized male-

centred guanxi) in order to achieve the instrumental reciprocity of career/business 

advancement and money. While disclosing the empowering effect of erotic capital in 

the following discussion, the intertwined disempowering and even destructive side of 

the application of erotic capital in guanxi will also be examined.   

4. Research Methodology and the Context of the Research  

4.1. Research Framework       

A qualitative approach was adopted in the research reported below in order to 

understand the stories, experiences, and perceptions of the women who are the subject 

of this research, born in the reform era in China and employed in positions in which 
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guanxi relations operate extensively. As argued by Barbalet (2015), “in Chinese society 

roles are achieved as a matter of agency and with a great deal of tactical and strategic 

consciousness” (p. 6), the elastic agentic and volitional networks guided by obligations 

can in fact only be studied qualitatively, with long-term ethnography being the best 

method of study. As Yang (2009, pp.301-302) observed, a state discourse which 

associates guanxi with negative nepotism and corruption means that it is likely that 

people deny the use of guanxi in short interviews or survey answers. Such denials 

cannot be taken to indicate, however, the diminution of enduring interpersonal 

relationship in China (Ibid.). In order to study guanxi it is necessary for researchers to 

go to restaurants, banquets, nightclubs, and KTVs (Karaoke bars) with their Chinese 

informants, spend time with them in these and similar locations, and follow up on their 

life stories (Ibid.). Guanxi, as an enduring “qualitative” interpersonal relationship, and 

it can therefore be best studied qualitatively through long-term relationships.  

The focus of my research is on the use of erotic capital in gendered and 

sexualized instrumental guanxi that occurs in the workplace. In this situation it is 

relatively easy to identity a guanxi seeker and a favour provider. A guanxi seeker is 

someone with a clear goal of achieving instrumental, tangible and general resources by 

purposively establishing guanxi with a favour provider who is in a position to make 

available what is needed. In other words, this is a study of the “pulling of guanxi”, 

which refers to the particularization of a general tie for instrumental benefits in the 

workplace. It has been necessary, therefore, to purposively interview marketing 

executives in various companies who not only deal with the guanxi within the 

company but also the guanxi with the client, which determines the success or otherwise 

of their working performance. The words ‘guanxi ‘and ‘instrumental guanxi’ are used 

interchangeably in the following chapters.  
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4.2 Fieldwork in Shenzhen  

My data collecting methods include ethnography and in-depth interviews. 

These allowed me to develop an insider’s view of the world of working women in 

terms of the spoken and the unspoken word, the front stage and the back stage. In 

addition to interviewing and observing women employees, I also interviewed and 

observed their male counterparts as well as their bosses. Through this approach the 

contours of the gendered differences in using erotic capital in guanxi were revealed to 

me. Just as importantly, the images of the women, especially concerning how they 

were perceived in the eyes of others, was made clear to me.   

I conducted my fieldwork in Shenzhen, which was the first special economic 

zone in China. Located on the southern tip of China near Hong Kong, Shenzhen is one 

of the country’s most developed cities, with 10.63 million permanent residents in 2013. 

As a state-level city, it ranks fourth in terms of economic power in Mainland China. As 

an immigrant city it presents a self-image of being open-minded, tolerant, and having 

an innovative culture. Before it was established as one of the five special economic 

zones in China two years after the economic reforms in 1980 Shenzhen was simply a 

small village, with around 300,000 residents. After more than three decades, by 2014, 

migration to Shenzhen from other parts of China resulted in a population of 10.77 

million.15 “You are a Shenzhener once you come here” has become the slogan of the 

city, which was promoted by both the city cadres for the Universiade held in Shenzhen 

in 2011 and repeated in different commercial districts in the city. The slogan was used 

as the name of the theme song for the Universiade in 2011, with lyrics that claimed “no 

matter where you are from, you can always hear your dialect. It is hard to tell where is 

home and where is host.” This statement clearly refers to the sentiment of the historian 
                                                
15  The Shenzhen population data was retrieved from the Shenzhen Government website at:  
http://203.91.55.40:9000/b5/sso.sz.gov.cn/cn/zjsz/szgl/201511/t20151126_3368520.htm. 
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Yi Zhongtian (2003), who declared that Shenzhen is the only city in China without its 

own dialect, which embodies an inherent openness and diversity as a result of China’s 

opening and becoming a market economy.   

What actually defines a Shenzhener in the context of mass immigration, however, 

is open to argument. As shown in Figure 7 below, the red part represents temporary 

residence while the blue one stands for citizens with Shenzhen hukou. China’s hukou 

system is a household registration system that is used to control population movement, 

and especially to maintain the division between rural and urban people. Temporary 

residents are institutionally disadvantaged in terms of housing, education, and other 

social welfare. Before 2011, Shenzhen hukou for employees was grounded in the 

workplace. University graduates from all over China who were assigned to work as 

white-collar workers in the city would typically be granted Shenzhen hukou. Blue-

collar migrant workers from rural China without a university degree, on the other hand, 

constitute the majority of the temporary residences in the city. Since the year 2001, a 

points-accumulative system was established to provide an opportunity for blue-collar 

workers to be granted Shenzhen hukou, as long as they had no fewer than 60 points.16 

A crucial way to win additional points is to acquire a tertiary education or a 

professional certificate.  

                                                
16  Data retrieved from newssinhua.net at: http://news.xinhuanet.com/society/2011-
07/03/c_121615274.htm. Accessed on 23 April 2016.  
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Figure 7. The population change in Shenzhen by year (Retrieved from Wikipedia on 23 April, 
2016) 

 
In short, since the very beginning of the immigration flow, Shenzheners have 

been defined as well-educated white-collar workers, professionals, managers, and 

government officials, not as blue-collar workers who constitute the majority population 

of the city. Blue-collar workers, as a floating population with temporary residency 

rights, who sooner or later return to the place where their hukou is registered, have 

never been the core of the city’s people in that sense. The talent attraction policy has in 

recent years further exemplified this proposition: as stated on the official government 

website, Shenzhen sponsors fresh undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate 

employees with housing subsidies of 6,000RMB/person, 9,000RMB/person, and 

12,000RMB/person, respectively. 17  To summarize, the statistical majority of the 

population in Shenzhen consists of migrant workers but white-collar elites are 

                                                
17 Data retrieved from the Shenzhen Government website at: https://sz12333.gov.cn/rcyj/. Accessed on 
23 April 2016.  
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considered the ‘true’ Shenzheners; a dichotomy that China’s hukou system perpetuates.  

None of my informants are Shenzhen locals in terms of birthplace. All of them, 

however, are considered Shenzheners with the exception of one CEO who based his 

company in Hong Kong. This is because they all had received a tertiary education and 

had white-collar jobs. Including the interviews that I conducted for my bachelor’s 

degree honors project in 2014, I have been working on this project for two years. 

Access to the field and acquiring true stories has been time-consuming, has taken much 

effort, and, most importantly, has required good guanxi. One of my informants warned 

me directly by stating: 

 
Your research is impossible without good guanxi. Who would ever tell 
you their secrets if you are not very close to them? It is like asking a 
corrupted cadre about whether he/she is corrupted or not.                                   

(Guang, male, age 34, marketing executive, Dreamon) 
      

Intense data collection was carried out through participant observations during 

my internship at a company selling medical equipment in July 2015. To ensure the 

anonymity of the company, in this thesis it will be called Dreamon. This name was 

inspired by a blue blanket with the Doraemon cartoon character on it given to me by 

Mei, a female marketing executive who was assigned to be my mentor. Mei guided my 

work, explained the company’s structure, and answered my questions. She gave me the 

blanket to keep warm in air-conditioned rooms and for afternoon naptime after lunch. 

Mei and I later became close friends, and she regularly invited me to dine out with her 

or have drinks at her apartment. The internship opportunity at Dreamon was made 

possible after various banquets with different friends of my parents, in the hopes that 

one might accept me as an intern at their company. After several trials, I was finally 

accepted by one—Dreamon.    

Established in the 1990s in Shenzhen, China, Dreamon began by selling patient 
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monitors, and has since become a leading company providing medical devices and 

solutions, including products that deal with patient monitoring and life support, in-vitro 

diagnostics, and medical imaging systems. With 10 research centres in the United 

States, Europe, and China, and with over 8,000 employees in total, the compounded 

annual growth rate of the company has averaged 24% each year throughout the period 

from 2007 to 2014. Financially, the sales of the company went from USD 294 million 

to USD 1.32 billion, half of which was generated in the international market. The 

company is listed under the New York Stock Exchange, with subsidiaries in 32 

provinces in China and in 31 countries worldwide.18 The company has divided its 

international marketing and domestic marketing divisions into two distinct 

departments, which employ entirely different selling strategies. Guanxi is strongly 

embedded in the domestic market, as stated by a marketing executive: 

 
The international marketing executives simply need to train the selling 
agency in, for example, getting familiar with our products. But the 
domestic marketing team needs to maintain business guanxi with the 
leaders in the hospital.              

(Mei, female, age 30, Dreamon) 
      

I worked as an assistant marketing executive in the domestic marketing 

department in the company’s headquarters. People who work at the company’s 

headquarters do not usually deal with clients directly, as their duty is to provide 

technical and material support to the people working in different branches of the 

company that are in charge of marketing in different areas. Before moving to 

headquarters, however, the people working in our department had typically first 

worked at the Shenzhen branch as marketing executives, who shared the same building 

with the team I worked with. 

                                                
18 Data retrieved from the official website of the company and from the information in their exhibition 
centre.  
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There were forty-two people in our department. In the public marketing relations sector 

I worked with two colleagues on the company’s weekly magazine publication and with 

two other colleagues on organizing conferences and events, for whom I was an 

assistant. The responsibility of the strategic marketing team, which consisted of three 

people, was to maintain business guanxi with the “third-level grade-A hospitals”. 

These are state-funded hospitals with more than 500 hospital beds and, overall, they 

are the best facilities with the most capable staff. In the same office space was the 

reception team for important clients, consisting of one 40-year-old woman, who was 

the team leader, and four younger women in their late 20s, who were introduced to me 

as “the beauty team”. Their duty was to present the company to clients when they came 

to its headquarters in Shenzhen. The girls on the team gave the clients a tour of the 

exhibition hall, as well as arranging their activities and accommodation in Shenzhen. 

There was also a team consisting of four people in charge of the business strategy for 

privately-funded hospitals, four people in charge of sales in the ultrasound facilities, 

six people in charge of the CT scan devices19, 10 people in charge of the tests, and four 

people responsible for human resources. Except for the human resources staff, the rest 

of the team was not usually in the office but instead on business leave, either training 

agents or attending medical devices conferences. All of the staff was managed by one 

experienced man in his 50s, Manager Zhang, who worked as a marketing executive for 

the medical company for more than 15 years before being promoted to this managerial 

post.  

During my internship, I was a full participant in the company and was assigned 

to different work duties. I was first assigned to write a proposal to promote the new 

media weChat, after which I tested the functions of the company’s official app. The 

                                                
19 CT scan is the abbreviation of computerized axial tomography scan that combines multiple X-ray 
images.  
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CEO of the company, the one who permitted me access to my fieldwork, did not allow 

me to expose my research identity. Therefore, at the beginning of my internship, my 

identity was confidential and I had to take notes secretly in my notebook or on my 

mobile phone when no one was paying attention to me. However, after two weeks, I 

told the people in my team that I was writing a thesis based on the data that I was 

collecting in the company and that I would use pseudonyms to protect their anonymity. 

Fortunately, my colleagues agreed to assist me with my thesis by introducing me to 

different people for interviews and allowing me to observe their working lives. I was 

very thankful to them for their support but decided to continue my ‘secret’ way of 

jotting down notes in order to maintain the quality of my data.  

Other than informal interviews and observations, I conducted a total of 25 

formal in-depth interviews, most of which lasted more than an hour and some of which 

lasted for more than three hours, with tears, laughter, and the consumption of alcohol. 

Besides the company in which I was an intern, I also interviewed and observed people 

in other companies in order to enrich my data, as shown in Table 1 below: 

 
Table 1. Data collection from companies and respective employees 

 
 Medical Company Other Companies 
Female marketing 
executives 

5 7 

Male marketing executives  4 3 
Other same-level 
employees  

0 3 

Male bosses 1 2 
Total 10 15 
 
The majority of my interlocutors were born after the economic reforms in 1978, except 

for one female marketing executive who was born in 1975 and two of the male bosses 

who were born in the 1960s. All of my informants have a university degree, and most 

had graduated from first- or second-tier universities in China. I joined many of them on 
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their business trips, at banquets, at clubs, and at KTVs.  

 
4.3 Historical Context—The Xi Jinping Anti-graft Reforms     

The president of the PRC, Xi Jinping, launched an anti-graft campaign after the 

18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China in 2012. The seriousness 

with which that campaign was executed can be seen in the two years that followed, 

during which over 180,000 cadres were prosecuted, 56 of them at the provincial or 

national high-ranking level (People.com, 2014). Since the campaign was launched, 

there has been a correspondingly high suicide rate among officials (Cankaoxiaoxi, 

2015). Within seventeen days, seven “irregular deaths” among officials in China were 

reported (Ibid.).   

           Xi’s anti-corruption campaign has affected such practices as luxurious gifting 

and banqueting and, more generally, attacked nepotism and particularization, while it 

has strengthened “rule by law” to uproot the practice of corruption (People.com, 2014; 

2015), or to use President Xi’s words, “put the power into the cage”.   The practice of 

guanxi, which includes drinking, banqueting, and gifting, has undoubtedly changed to 

some extent as a result of Xi’s anti-corruption policies. The catering business, 

especially high-end restaurants, has suffered the most from the Xi anti-corruption 

regime (People.com, 2013). At the beginning of 2014, the annual profit of 14 baijiu 

(Chinese liquor) companies, including Maotai, had shrunk by 44.75% (Ibid.). At a 

banquet recently, the gatekeeper of my fieldwork (one of the three CEOs of Dreamon) 

suddenly stood up and asked his friends to join him in a toast to an obviously absent Xi 

Jinping, saying, “President Xi, please give our lives some space!” The ones who stood 

up with him laughed and drank their glass of baijiu to the bottom, while the ones who 

remained seated smiled without saying a word. 

Closely linked with changes in the practice of guanxi (which will be explained 
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in the following chapter) in Shenzhen was another local political campaign conducted 

in Dongguan, a city in southeast China informally known as the sex capital of China 

(xing du), which is a two-hour drive from Shenzhen. In early 2014, the local 

government launched a campaign aimed at sweeping away the “yellow” (sao huang), 

which refers to the elimination of sex-related practices in the entertainment business. In 

June 2014, thousands of entertainment businesses were suspended, 661 participants 

were arrested, 1,293 people were punished, and 43 government officers who were 

suspected of not fully cooperating with the campaign were condemned 

(Chinanews.com, 2014).  

 
4.4 Standpoint as a Researcher 

In the history of ethnography, there have been different phases of 

conceptualizing how informants may be regarded, including as objects in a post-

modernism disposition and also as subjects in their agency who may not need a 

researcher to represent their voice (Clifford, 1986). In this thesis, the terms informants 

and interlocutors will be used interchangeably, indicating that I wish to downplay the 

power of the researcher as a narrator. As Clifford (1986) has suggested, I am aware that 

what I have produced are “partial truths” that are contingent and subjective; they are an 

artifact of the relationship between my respondents and me.  

In terms of social status, most of my interlocutors had a higher status than 

mine. Every time I met with them socially, they usually insisted on paying for coffee or 

food, while saying “Come on, you are still a student.” While conducting formal 

interviews, some of my interlocutors reminded me of what they thought was important 

for my research. Certainly, the interview data I gathered from Dreamon as an intern 

was not free from the influence of my gatekeeper, who was a CEO of the company and 

a friend of my parents. Some of the accounts that appear in the study to follow as more 
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“formal and professional” would have been unattainable without the particular 

relationships I have with the informants.  

Without these relationships I would have remained relatively unfamiliar with 

and an outsider to my interlocutors’ world of negotiated gendered instrumental guanxi, 

especially as I migrated to Hong Kong for my bachelor’s degree when I was 17. And 

yet, at the same time, I am an insider of the city of Shenzhen as a consequence of 

growing up there. No doubt because of this background most of my informants 

considered me a local university graduate student and therefore felt comfortable talking 

to and working with me; they also saw me as someone who needed guidance in 

understanding the practice of instrumental guanxi in the workplace. This 

insider/outsider status greatly facilitated my data collection.  

Notwithstanding the appreciation I had for my informants, the maintenance of 

their anonymity is a priority in this research. It is their honesty and trust in me that has 

made my research possible, as they shared information, including perhaps their deepest 

secrets as when more than one informant told me of their being the mistress of an elite 

man. In this thesis, therefore, all the names of the people who I spoke to and observed, 

as well as the company in which they work, have been replaced with pseudonyms. This 

is to ensure that not only will the readers not be able to identify individuals who 

contributed to my study, but also that the informants themselves will not be able to 

identify each other.  

In terms of research ethics, what was unexpected in my research was the power 

of the Internet and social media. For example, on one occasion an informant sent me a 

weChat message asking me how I knew another informant who had just “liked” one of 

my moments and asked whether I had interviewed her. I glossed over the question with 

a general answer, saying that the world was a small place, and then quickly introduced 
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another topic in the conversation, hoping that this informant would not be able to link 

me with the other informant in my research. WeChat is an all-encompassing messaging 

app owned by the company Tencent that is comprised of messaging (text/voice; 

personal/group), picture and video sharing, video calls, location sharing, and even 

banking services, through linkage to major banks in China, that allows users to 

maintain an account balance in order to purchase transportation tickets, Groupon 

coupons, and so on. By 2015, weChat had over 1 billion accounts, over 600 million 

active-user accounts, making it the largest and most used messaging app in the world.20 

WeChat also has a social media platform called “moments” that allows users to share 

their status, pictures, videos, and links from other media. Users can decide with whom 

they want to share the post, and users can see the “likes” of other people only if those 

two users are also mutual friends. It was after the encounter mentioned above that I 

realized that being an ethical researcher required me not only to write carefully but also 

to be careful and protective on an everyday basis. Therefore, I abandoned using the 

“moments” function in weChat and was careful about “liking” the posts of others.  

This chapter provides a detailed description of the research methods and the 

context of the research including the social-historical background of Shenzhen under 

the Xi Jinping anti-graft reforms and the information of the company Dreamon where I 

collected intensive ethnographic data.     

5. Standardized Routine of Guanxi and Erotic Gifts 
This chapter will introduce what can be regarded as the “standardized” 

routine of instrumental guanxi in Shenzhen. The chapter will provide a detailed 

description of banquet arrangements and go on to discuss the post-banquet grey 

areas of entertainment; these include situations in which women are treated as 

                                                
20 Data retrieved from tencent.com and techiniasia.com. Accessed on 21 March 2016. 
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objects of exchange.   

 
5.1 Young Shenzhen, Swift Guanxi 

The relatively short history of Shenzhen as a state-level city was widely 

discussed by my informants when explaining the “uniqueness” of guanxi in 

Shenzhen. In seven of the 25 in-depth interviews, my informants introduced the 

topic of the special quality of Shenzhen as a vibrant ‘young’ city:  

I [migrated] to work in Shenzhen because the city is young and 
vibrant…. The networks of the people are still not that well established. 
For example, in Wuhan [the provincial city of Hubei Province], you 
cannot get anything [done] without knowing people before. But in 
Shenzhen, you have the chance to meet different people…first by 
yourself [without the introduction of an intermediary] and then develop 
your career.  
(Xue, female, age 33, chief marketing executive for an event managing 

company)  
 

Look…Shenzhen is a young city filled with people from all over China. 
It didn't even have an adamant local group 30 years ago. Unlike 
Changsha [the provincial capital of Hunan Province and the hometown 
of the informant] or any other big cities in China, in Shenzhen, you have 
the freedom to develop. 

(Ying, female, age 34, marketing executive, Dreamon) 
 

Guanxi is usually defined by its long-term duration and the considerable 

time people spend with each other before instrumental benefits, if not ends or 

purposes, are achieved. In Shenzhen, however, guanxi is unique in that it is 

possible to establish guanxi in a short period of time. The mixed immigration 

background of Shenzheners would in other situations provide persons such as my 

informants with insufficient opportunities to draw on existing guanxi or provide 

sufficient intermediaries for the formation of new guanxi. Under these 

circumstances, the instrumental guanxi needed for their career advancement would 

be impossible to achieve. And yet, no doubt because of the generality in Shenzhen 

of these limiting factors, styles of interacting and formations of social resources 
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have developed that permit performance of “standardized” routines of guanxi in 

Shenzhen, in addition to renqing, through which Shenzheners can quickly build 

forms of trustworthiness that permit the development of guanxi.  

While the conditions under which guanxi is developed in Shenzhen owe 

something to local circumstances, the guanxi practice itself in Shenzhen is not 

unique to the city. Indeed, it could be argued that Shenzhen is an optimal field for 

studying the “standardized” routine of guanxi. This is because Shenzheners are in 

fact a conglomeration of immigrants from every part of China, and therefore only 

universally recognized practices, including the fact that Mandarin is almost 

universally spoken rather than local dialects, function in the establishment of swift 

guanxi in the city.   

 
5.2 The “Standardized” Routine of Guanxi 

Barbalet (2014) has argued that there are two stages of development that 

influence the structure of guanxi. The first phase involves a dyadic relation, and the 

second a triadic. He explains that the very wide-spread assumption in the literature, 

that guanxi is based on trust, corresponds with the dyadic structure of the first 

phase of guanxi because trust itself is a dyadic relationship. The first phase of 

guanxi includes the negotiations that involve both the request for a favour and an 

agreement to provide a favour. This is a relationship between two parties and is 

therefore dyadic. Barbalet (2014) goes on to show that trust does not play a role in 

these negotiations. What marks guanxi as a stable form of relationship occurs in a 

second phase of its development, which occurs through a ‘public’ recognition of 

the agreement to exchange favours, to engage in guanxi. It is in this phase of the 

development of guanxi that the mechanism of face functions to provide assurance 

to guanxi participants that any departure from the norms and decorum of guanxi 
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will lead to loss of face through the scrutiny of others, that through the awareness 

of third parties. In this sense the structure of guanxi in its second phase is triadic. 

The third party, then, is both tangible (i.e., anybody that is aware of the existence of 

guanxi between two parties) and abstract (i.e., gossip or even the fear of a scandal) 

in its form and effect.  

The two stages of guanxi identified by Barbalet are useful to distinguish, 

especially in understanding the standardized routine of business guanxi in 

Shenzhen. The domestic marketing executives in the medical company, in building 

guanxi, would first visit the senior leaders of different hospitals. If these one-on-

one visits led to an agreement to exchange favours in achieving a business 

connection than a second visit would be arranged, usually involving banquets and 

other forms of entertainment after the meal had finished. “A good marketing 

executive shall get the business done after the third visits,” Hong, who had worked 

in the monitor sector of the marketing team for five years in Dreamon, told me 

confidently. His statement, although it might be an exaggeration, indicates the 

importance of the second visit.    

The first visit was arguably dyadic, with simple attention shown to the 

hospital leaders that was meant to make the impression of getting to know each 

other. Interestingly, all my informants believed that this was the only stage where 

women had more “privilege” because of their erotic capital. The second visit took 

place only if there was a possibility of a business deal, and the marketing 

executives usually made this visit alone to publicize the guanxi between the two 

parties. This visit usually included appropriate banquets, where the clients (i.e., 

favour-providers) “eat well, drink well”, followed by other activities, especially 

“grey zone” activities, including drinking in clubs, gambling, massage, sauna 
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(where sex can take place), and sometimes even drugs. Scholars have recognized 

the male-centredness in the last two steps of the second stage of guanxi, especially 

the grey-zone activities (Kipnis, 2001; Liu, 2008; Osburg, 2013; Shen, 2008; 

Zheng, 2009). 

My team leader, Guang, was a 32-year-old male marketing executive who 

had worked in the company for seven years, beginning just after graduation from a 

university in Wuhan, the capital city in Hubei Province. Guang was considered to 

be a promising young rising star in the company since he not only took care of all 

the company’s visitors, but also attended all the banquets and other activities with 

clients. He flirted with Mei, the other woman working in our public marketing team 

who sat beside me, and one morning he heard some female colleagues gossiping in 

the elevator about a new male colleague who they referred to as “fresh meat”, an 

idiom for young, masculine, good-looking men.  He said: “I used to be ‘fresh meat’ 

five years ago and was the Master of the annual conference in our company. 

Everyone was amazed by my handsomeness.” Mei rolled her eyes but after a few 

minutes she whispered to me that Guang was indeed handsome back then but later 

developed a beer belly, a likely result of frequent banqueting and entertaining 

company visitors, a fact that he acknowledged himself. Guang spent many hours in 

Manager Zhang’s office chatting. He booked airline tickets and hotel rooms for 

Manager Zhang whenever he travelled. 

Manager Zhang was the leader of the domestic marketing department in 

Dreamon. He was originally from Hebei Province and had worked at the company 

for over 20 years. He was now in charge of the domestic marketing department but 

he rarely went in to the office, as he was most frequently on business leave. Indeed, 

during my month at the company he went to his office only eight times. He liked to 
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wear light-coloured checked shirts tucked into his dark grey trousers. Whenever he 

was at the office, the first thing he did after entering was to fill his ceramic mug 

with Green or Oolong tea.  

I was summoned to his office two weeks after becoming an intern, 

unsurprisingly because Guang had informed him about my research. “My son is 

also studying social science in the US. I understand what you are doing,” Zhang 

told me after a sip of Oolong tea. There was a Shanshui (mountain and water) ink 

painting hanging on the wall behind him in his 15 square meter office, which had a 

table, two chairs, and a sofa. I was sitting opposite him on a chair facing the 

Chinese painting, with the sun beaming through the French windows on the right 

side of his office. I explained my intention to investigate the difference between 

male and female marketing executives in terms of their work strategy. Manager 

Zhang replied, “Women can only develop dot-to-dot relationship[s], but not to an 

area…. They cannot immerse [themselves] in the men’s circle…. Therefore, I don’t 

hire women.”  

Indeed, out of the 43 marketing executives in the company, there were only 

three female representatives. One of these was Ying, who worked in the strategic 

marketing team at headquarters, another was You, who worked in the Shenzhen 

branch, and the third was Meng, who worked in the Xi’an branch. As a number of 

scholars have noted, women are excluded from the almost normative male-centred 

guanxi practice, especially in the second phase with all sorts of formal and grey-

area activities that facilitate the formation of quick trust and swift guanxi (Kipnis, 

2001; Liu, 2010; Osburg, 2013; Shen, 2008; Zheng, 2009). Women in China, as 

described by He Qinglian (2005, cited in Osburg, 2013, pp. 143-144) can be 

categorized into three types: “white” women who are in a heteronormative 
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marriage; “black” women who are in the sex industry; and “grey” women who 

represent all other forms in between, ranging from lovers and mistresses to sex 

workers in the entertainment industry. The activities that constitute and strengthen 

guanxi draw on all of these; “white” activities in formal and “legal” visits, “black” 

activities that are entirely illegal, and most frequently, “grey” activities that are in 

between, and possibly linked with the activities of “black” women. In fact, females 

in managerial roles in business companies are not only excluded from grey 

activities as equal guanxi participants, but also from banquets, in which a culture of 

gendered hierarchy, conspicuous consumption, and masculinity operates. 

 
5.2.1 First Round—Banquets, “Eat Well, Drink Well (��� , ���)” 

The importance of banquets to guanxi is threefold. Firstly, banquets mark 

the beginning of the publicization of the successful establishment of guanxi 

relations between two persons. In that way it shifts guanxi from the dyadic phase to 

the triadic phase. Secondly, it provides a chance for guanxi-seekers to demonstrate 

renqing and to give face, so that quick trustworthiness can be established. Thirdly, 

it serves as a rich and nuanced field for researchers from which to understand the 

power relations and complex hierarchy that is implicit in guanxi and through which 

guanxi operates. The banquets held by the marketing executives in Dreamon are 

decisive in this process, since most of the executives are in charge of all the 

hospitals in one city and they can only spend limited time with the leaders from 

each hospital. Besides the leaders of the hospitals, medical experts, including 

researchers, university professors, and renowned doctors, are also crucial for the 

company’s business operations since they are influential in deciding what 

equipment their hospital will purchase.  

 “Academic” conferences for medical leaders, scholars, and experts serve as 
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the best opportunity for medical companies to demonstrate their products and to 

establish, maintain, and strengthen their guanxi with clients. The companies’ 

priority is to demonstrate the capability of their company and especially its 

reliability in servicing the needs of clients. This is typically achieved by “caring” 

for clients, including through conspicuous consumption, by which the company 

demonstrates its “commitment” to clients through a display of the collective face of 

the company in terms of its hosting individuals from hospitals and related 

organizations, including medical staff and researchers. The conference I was 

involved with was sponsored by the top ten medical companies (including Johnson 

& Johnson, Mitsubishi, and our company, Dreamon) and held in the five-star 

International Conference Hotel Xiamen, with sea views and the beach just five 

minutes away. No registration fee was required of participants and the different 

companies typically paid their clients’ hotel fees in advance.   

At the end of each day of the conference a dinner was held, attended by 

company representatives and representatives of the hospitals, including medical 

and research staff; these events constituted a crucial field for guanxi. I went with 

Mei and Guang to book a restaurant; I learnt from them that what to eat, what to 

drink, and where to eat are key aspects of a demonstration of the face of the host, 

and therefore the face of company. It was necessary, therefore, to book a restaurant 

with an optimal location that served expensive and exquisite food, with an ample 

amount of well-known and expensive brands of alcohol. The actual taste of the 

food and drinks were secondary as long as the banquet demonstrated that the 

company marketing representative was capable and willing to pay for the banquet 

by conspicuous consumption, so that both parties could gain face while a renqing 

debt would be incurred by the clients with strengthened guanxi.  
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  A restaurant reservation was made at Zeng Cuo An (g$�) village, 15 

minutes by car from the conference hotel, which is a tourist attraction that features 

a fusion of European- and Chinese-style cottages. The sea is on the other side of 

Zeng Cuo An, across Roundabout South Road, close to some clubs and restaurants 

that catered for banquets. After looking at five different restaurants, one room with 

a sea view was finally booked.  The clients who were to be entertained were 

representatives from a hospital that had a long and cooperative relationship with 

our company. The room we booked was described as having a Mediterranean-

interior-design style, with a big round table for fourteen people.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. The restaurant room reserved for a banquet 
 

“Our restaurant is one of the renowned restaurants that serves business 

banquets. What we are having are the BIG dishes that you can indeed put on the 

table (�T	)¼), for example, lobster sashimi (���®),” the waiter in a 
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black suit told us. Guang nodded and immediately requested that the lobster 

sashimi be served on the day of the banquet. In addition, he ordered 12 more dishes 

and one soup, with a total cost of about 4,000 RMB. 

After booking the restaurant, we went to a supermarket to get 12 bottles of 

red wine from Château Lafite Rothschild, which were 500 RMB per bottle (this 

was after perusing the wine sections in three different supermarkets and finding 

that the most expensive wines were less than 300 RMB). Mei complained about the 

time and effort we spent on shopping but Guang insisted that it was worth it, 

claiming, “Serving wine from [a] non-famous brand is totally a loss of face.” In 

addition, we bought four bottles of Wuliangye, a prominent baijiu21 brand that costs 

around 600 RMB per bottle.  

It is usual that clients cannot finish all of the dishes at a banquet, let alone 

the drinks. But as long as face is demonstrated through conspicuous consumption, 

based on the amount of money that the guanxi-seeker spends on the banquet, the 

purpose is fulfilled. A middle-school student in Shenzhen whose mom is an 

entrepreneur told me a story that explains this point: 

When mom is having [a] banquet with the clients, she usually eats very 
little because taking care of the clients is her priority … we always 
waste at least half of the food that we ordered in the banquet …. One 
time when my mom got home, she ate a bowl of porridge immediately 
since she was still hungry …. She said it would be a loss of face for a 
woman to eat a lot in a banquet …. I asked her why didn’t we bring the 
unfinished dishes home, [and] she answered immediately, ‘The clients 
would think that we are poor and thus would not want to cooperate with 
us anymore.’   

 
5.2.2 “I Will Empty My Glass, and You Can Feel Free” 

As noted by most of the ethnographers who are conducting research in 

China, as well as some observant commentators and popular writers in China, 

drinking is extremely significant at a Chinese banquet. For example, Liang Man-
                                                
21 Baijiu is a strong Chinese distilled spirit, usually between 40 to 60% alcohol per volume.  
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tao (2013), a writer, critic, and TV host in Phoenix, commented in his trilogy 

Weidao (4² , “the taste”) that drinking is not about enjoying the finest alcohol in 

small quantities for its multi-layered taste but to toast and “empty the glass” of 

strong alcohol, so the renqing debt is infused with the possibly unhealthy alcohol 

that goes down into the digestive system.  

To serve exquisite and expensive banquets is simply the serving of 
wealth, but to toast with alcohol is more admirable and troublesome. 
The former one indicates a flaunting of family wealth while the latter 
one is about the energy of life. No matter how expensive a gift might 
be, it is simply something that is external to yourself and life. But when 
you are toasting, you are sacrificing and offering a proportion of your 
one and only life. Perhaps that’s the reason we toast alcohol instead of 
coffee or soft drinks, since alcohol is the only possibly fatal drink. Is 
there anything that is more generous and admirable than the offering of 
one’s life?  

(Liang, Weidao Serial 2—People’s Commune (
6�C), 2013, p. 21) 
 

Drinking at banquets is a social fact in a Durkheimian sense that a man 

cannot resist. Using the vocabulary of guanxi, a man who does not drink and does 

not know when and how to toast is considered a man who does not understand 

renqing, the norms of interpersonal interaction, in a banquet setting. Only women 

and “physically disabled” men (usually men with alcohol allergies) can be 

exempted from the norm of excessive drinking, knowing that the other side of 

exemption is exclusion. Toasting is an important way to indicate hierarchy and is a 

part of the ritual of requests for favours. Usually, the guanxi-seeker initiates 

toasting to the favour provider with his glass lowered, hinting at his inferiority. The 

toaster says some words showing appreciation or hints at a request for a favour that 

usually ends with, “I will empty the glass, and you can feel free.”   

“Empty the glass” (gan bei) literally means the collision of two glasses in 

Chinese. This can be understood to be equivalent to the term “cheers” in an 

ordinary situation. However, since gan in Chinese can also mean “empty”, it 
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usually refers to drinking all the alcohol in the glass in a banquet context. For a 

banquet of 10 people, the host will usually bring at least two bottles of baijiu and 

four bottles of wine. On some occasions, baijiu is replaced with another strong 

spirit, usually brandy, and wine may be replaced with a weaker alcoholic drink 

such as huangjiu, a Chinese cereal grain wine that contains less than 20% alcohol. 

Men at a banquet will usually drink weaker liquor and strong spirits, alternating 

between them, while the women can choose not to drink at all or to drink weaker 

liquor. The more the toaster drinks, the more face is given to the toastee. In return, 

if the toastee drinks all the alcohol in the glass, more face is given to the toaster. 

Therefore, “drink well” usually refers to getting drunk and even being physically 

unwell.  

In Shenzhen, drinking also gains its salience in the establishment of swift 

guanxi, since it serves as a field on which the guanxi participant can prove 

himself22 to be culturally sober under the condition of being physically drunk, and 

therefore a trustworthy partner.  In other words, in a society without thorough pre-

established guanxi, and possibly without intermediaries, a guanxi-seeker 

demonstrates his trustworthiness by displaying a mastery of renqing. Renqing, as 

the norms of interpersonal interactions, in this context incorporates the capability to 

drink appropriately and to act appropriately in banquet settings. In addition to 

drinking, the guanxi-seeker is also required to discern all the needs of the favour-

providers, for example, filling the glass (both the alcohol glass and the tea glass) 

immediately after the favour provider finishes the drink.  

 
Drinking is very important to guanxi. If your clients [are] drinking well, 
you are immediately closer to them. You can call each other brothers 

                                                
22 “Himself” indicates the gender-based practice of drinking that only men are required to comply with 
as the norm of excessive drinking.  
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even though it is the first day you met.   
(Guang, male, age 34, Dreamon) 

 
In Dreamon, the marketing team test and train their new employees in the 

art of drinking, and the new employees are observed to see how they behave when 

they are drunk. At a team lunch with the monitor marketing team, the team leader 

ordered four bottles of Qingdao beer for a newly graduated male marketing 

executive who apparently was still a novice in the drinking culture. The team 

leader, with his thick Cantonese accent, said,  

We would have to see how much you can drink so that we know what is 
your limit when we take you to meet our clients. More importantly, we 
would need to see how you behave when you are drunk. When you are 
drunk, to avoid doing anything inappropriate is not enough. You also 
need to take care of everything. Pay the bills. Call the drivers. 
Accompany the clients to do anything they want to when you are drunk. 
If they want to play Mahjong,23 you need to play Mahjong. If they want 
to go to [a] KTV, you need to sing with them. If they want to go to night 
clubs, you need to play with them.  

 
Although fulfilling its functions of “pulling” guanxi in a considerably short 

time, the excessive drinking culture is destructive to the health and well-being, in 

general, of the Chinese men who are subjected to it.  

To drink for the male is the rule .... I once drank so much that I had 
gastric bleeding almost immediately at the banquet …. But I have to 
present as if nothing happened and continue to drink …. It is only after I 
ushered the clients home that I went to the doctor …. Isn’t it hard to 
earn money? 

(Pang, male, age 35, marketing executive for ultrasound equipment, 
Dreamon) 

 
           When Pang told me the story at dinner with Mei and her boyfriend, he had 

already drunk eight bottles of beer, toasting Mei, Mei’s boyfriend, and me 

countless times. Drinking, as the norm for men seeking instrumental guanxi, has 

become a habit through the process of self-discipline such that people have almost 

                                                
23 Similar to card games, Mahjong is a Chinese game played by four players, usually associated with 
gambling.   
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no other means to express their emotions and attachments, no matter whether it is 

for business banquets, friends’ gatherings, or even family dinners.   

 
5.2.3 Gendered and Powered Banquets  

Every single detail in a Chinese banquet indicates power relations and is 

gendered. “Important” people usually sit farthest from where the waiters serve the 

dishes.  If there is only one dining table in the room, the most important person will 

most usually sit in the right innermost seat facing the door. Very often, there is one 

painting hanging on one of the walls near the dining table, indicating where 

important people should sit, which is just below the painting. The waiters serve the 

dishes from the side that is closest to the door, sometimes through a gap purposely 

made by the people sitting at the round dining table, if there is not enough space. If 

soup is ordered for a banquet, especially in the Cantonese-speaking region such as 

Shenzhen where soup constitutes a significant part of its cuisine, the waiter usually 

serves the most important person seated the farthest and then those at the sides. The 

same routine goes for drinks and tea. After all the dishes are placed on the table, 

someone (either the waiter or one of the people sitting at the side of the table) 

rotates the dishes to the most important people at the banquet on that day. After 

his/her (usually his) first move (which is the initiation of eating or rotating the table 

again to some “juniors”), everyone can start eating. If there is more than one dining 

table in the room, the group of important people sits at the innermost table while 

the rest sit separately at the table(s) closest to the door.   

For each banquet, the power relations might vary, but usually what is taken 

into consideration is the purpose of the banquet, which defines who is the favour-

provider and who is the favour seeker, a person’s social economic status, and a 

person’s guanxi with other people at the table. Women usually sit at the side of the 
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dining table or at another “insignificant” table if there is more than one table, 

unless they prove themselves to be equally as important as the men present either 

because of their social-economic status (especially position and post in the 

company) or when they are the “then” partner (either the wife or a possible 

mistress) of the man that is important.  

 
  

Figure 9. Diagram for a banquet room with one dining table 
 

 
During my fieldwork, I was once taken to a lunch banquet by one of my 

informants, CEO Lee, a Mainland Chinese man who was the founder and CEO of a 

renowned IT company in Hong Kong. Since I was sitting next to him at the 

banquet, everyone (including two bankers, one female entrepreneur, and Lee’s 

secretary) started to pour tea for me and lowered their glasses when they toasted. It 

is likely that these colleagues would have assumed that I was one of Lee’s new 

mistresses.  
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At the mid-year dinner of the medical company, two male regional 

marketing representatives happened to be sitting at my table with the other women 

from the “beauty team” and the magazine team (this table was closest to the door, 

while Manager Zhang, the strategic marketing team, and some regional 

representatives were sitting at the innermost table). There were four round dining 

tables in total, each surrounded by eleven chairs. Besides the table that Manager 

Zhang sat at (the most important table) and ours (the least important table), the 

other two tables were occupied by regional marketing representatives. In Figure 10 

below, the three female marketing executives’ positions are marked with their 

names, as well as Manager Zhang, Guang, Mei from my team, and Chen from the 

team for important clients.  

 
 

Figure 10. Diagram for Dreamon’s mid-year dinner 
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The marketing representative who sat next me was wearing a white colour-

striped, short-sleeve shirt and black trousers. During the whole dinner, he did not 

talk to me at all but merely focusing on communicating with the only other male 

marketing executive, who sported a crew cut and a pair of black plastic glasses. 

These representatives were in charge of Sichuan and Lanzhou, respectively. The 

man with the white colour-striped shirt asked the other man why he was sitting at 

this table, indicating that sitting at a table with women was derogatory. The man 

laughed and replied, “Because my working performance is poor (�TK)” (but in 

fact this man seemed to be highly lauded by others). The man with the white 

colour-striped shirt replied immediately, “No joking, please.” The man with the 

glasses laughed again and said, “I don’t want to drink that much tonight.”  

The banquet-goers consumed 24 bottles of red wine, eight bottles of baijiu, 

and two bottles of huangjiu, but there were only two bottles of red wine on our 

table. While there were constant rounds of toasting and receiving toasts at other 

tables, peppered with lines related to business encouragement, our table simply 

remained very “domestic”, with female employees talking about make-up, partners, 

reality TV shows, and methods of cooking. Except for the two marketing 

executives toasting each other, our table stuck to drinking tea except when we 

received a toast from people at another more important table. During the drinking 

of alcohol, the most common reaction of the women at our table was to frown and a 

claim their incapacity for drinking. If the toaster insisted on alcohol being taken, 

we would drink a mixture of cola and wine, an idea proposed by the team leader for 

important clients, which camouflaged the wine since the colour of cola was similar.  

The renqing of drinking excessively at banquets provided the male informants with 

a standardized step for the establishment and enhancement of guanxi in a relatively 
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short time. However, for the people who were exempted from this drinking norm of 

interpersonal interaction, was to also abandon the most common way of 

strengthening guanxi. This rendered most of the women insignificant and inferior 

in the most common practice of guanxi. Most of the time women at these banquets 

would simply silently occupy the insignificant seats, eating the food but otherwise 

behaving in a way suggesting that they were culturally absent.24 

Later during the conference trip to Xiamen, I noticed that instead of 

attending the banquet, Mei stayed at the hotel. She told me, “I feel bored and 

awkward when guys are drinking a lot every time in the banquet. In fact, I don’t 

quite like the idea of ‘drinking well’. I only like drinking with my own friends, but 

not in the situation that I don’t know how to behave.” 

 
5.2.4 Second Round—“Grey Activities” 

It was almost universally agreed by my informants that women have 

difficulties joining the “grey activities” that make up the second phase of the 

guanxi cultivation events.  

 
In the first half of banqueting, we are all there. In the second half of 
KTV, our girls know that we need to leave.    

[Kate, age 32, female marketing executive for a logistics company] 
 

Prostitution has existed throughout the history of China, from the legal brothels in 

traditional times to the illegal practice today under the guise of the entertainment 

industry, especially, KTV, massage, and sauna (Miao & Chen, 2011).  

 
What does a man want? Money and sex. If you manage to get your 
clients to [a] KTV, the business is almost half done.     

[Feng, age 31, male marketing executive for a media company]  

                                                
24 On the other side of the coin for women is that just because they are exempted from the excessive 
drinking norm, a woman who drinks is highly appreciated, useful, and valuable at banquets. This will be 
further discussed in the following chapter. 
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Through their participation in the grey activities men express their 

masculinity and partake in shared enjoyment, which provides an opportunity to 

share secrets, and thus generate quick trust with each other (Kipnis, 2001; Osburg, 

2013; Shen, 2008). There is an apparent paradox here that on one side, sex-related 

entertainment is publicly banned and punished by the state, but on the other hand, 

everybody feels comfortable talking about it. Related to but different from “grey” 

activities are “black” activities, which are totally illegal and socially unacceptable. 

Most of my informants did not reveal any of their black activities to me, except for 

Tian, who told me that he offered drugs to some of his most trusted clients and 

friends. On the other hand, all of my informants talked about their involvement in 

grey activities, recognizing the dilemma of these being a known-to-all secret that is 

socially accepted but not appreciated or sanctioned. If a man purposely avoids 

participating in grey activities in the standard routine of guanxi, he is considered a 

man who does not understand renqing (Osburg, 2013; Shen, 2008). In Guang’s 

words, “You have to adapt yourself to the dusty world as you come.” 

   
If everyone does it, then you would have to do it. Other guys would 
think that you are pretending to be upright when you hint to them that 
you are not joining .... Of course, unless your wife is in the banquet with 
you …. 

[Tao, age 32, male manager of a finance company] 
 

In the context of guanxi in Shenzhen, grey activities serve as a shortcut for 

strengthening guanxi and are an indicator of good guanxi.  

 
If you manage to serve your clients girls, it means that they are willing 
to share their secret with you …. Of course you would have to get one 
for yourself, otherwise no one would trust you. 

[Tian, age 32, male gardening business owner]  
 

According to one of my informants, simply booking a KTV room in which 
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there will be available women will cost around 20,000 RMB for a night. If clients 

take a woman out of her workplace for sex, usually at a hotel room, it will cost 

anything from 800 RMB to 2,000 RMB, excluding the hotel room fee. For all these 

grey activities, the guanxi-seeker, namely the marketing executives who I 

interviewed during my fieldwork, covered all of these costs. 

Huang (2003) used the term “erotic gifts” to refer to those women who 

function in the grey activities of guanxi performance in satisfaction of male sexual 

consumption. The context of Huang’s account is a similar phenomenon in Taiwan 

known as the Flower-Drinking Culture (¢´a ). This term is more than suitable 

for my own research. This term links with the conspicuous consumption in 

satisfying a particular appetite that is found in all the routines of guanxi, on the one 

hand, while, on the other hand, it suggests the possibility of re-defining what a gift 

is, through the possible inclusion of erotic capital. The main function of gifting in 

guanxi is to further particularize a tie and to generate a renqing debt, which can be 

returned in other forms of resources, instrumental or expressive, at a later time. 

Gifts in the form of erotic capital fulfill this mission quite successfully since erotic 

capital is more particular and abstract compared with gifts of a more general and 

tangible forms. The case here is about the norm of men using women’s sexual 

erotic capital as a gift to strengthen their own male-centred guanxi.  

 “Erotic gifts” are not merely restricted to the group of women in the “black 

zone” of sex workers, but also apply to what might be called “grey women”. In 

Osburg’s (2013, pp. 67-73) ethnography conducted in Sichuan, it was found that 

men also introduced different kinds of women, who had potential for extra-marital 

relations, with the exception of their wives, to each other in order to strengthen 

their guanxi. Osburg (2013, pp. 67-73) also discerned a hierarchy of preference in 
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extra-marital relationships for elite males in Sichuan Province, as women enhanced 

their elite masculinity at different levels of significance. At the bottom of the 

hierarchy, with little added masculinity benefit, are sex workers. This category 

involved simply transactions of money for sex that barely strengthened elite 

masculinity since the relationship was general and accessible to all. What is in fact 

the most commonly studied and discussed practice of male-centred business use of 

sex in guanxi is therefore the least efficient form of “erotic gift.” A more preferred 

category with which to develop a guanxi relationship consists of provision of a 

beautiful young women from an ordinary (i.e., not wealthy) family or with a rural 

background. This was not the most preferred group, however, since these women’s 

inferior class status could result in the possibility of the woman using the 

relationship in exchange for money, the most general type of social resource. The 

most preferred group consists of young, wealthy, well-educated women with urban 

backgrounds. The most common professions of women in this category are white-

collar workers and university students. The preference of “erotic gifts” 

unsurprisingly fits into the particular/general diagrams again, with the socially and 

economically most advanced girls being the optimal option. The response from one 

of Osburg’s (2013) elite male informants after he received a phone call introducing 

him to a “virgin” university girl demonstrates this preference: 

  
[He] was very interested, but he was concerned that the girl was only 
aſter money or giſts, and asked his friend, ‘Are you sure that she just 
doesn’t want a mobile phone?’ He was uninterested in women looking 
for a mobile phone or a shopping spree; he wanted women to want him 
and for their desire to spring from an awareness and recognition of his 
fame and power (Osburg, 2013, p.73). 

 
Another dialectical relation is shown in terms of these preferences. On the 

one hand, the most preferred women for erotic gifts gain preference because their 
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social status indicates an absence of a “need” to exchange their erotic capital for 

general and tangible resources such as money; hence, their erotic capital is more 

particular than that of rural women and sex workers, who are considered to 

exchange their erotic capital for a tangible resource. On the other hand, it is 

because these women lie at the end of the particularization range for elite men that 

their erotic capital brings them the most general resources, and therefore it serves 

as the most efficient way to strengthen guanxi.  

It should be noted that all women as “erotic gifts” have agency of their own. 

Even for individual women in the “sex worker” group, researchers have 

demonstrated how they use sex to achieve social mobility, negotiate urban-rural 

differences, and even become entrepreneurs in a way (Hoang, 2015; Zheng, 2009). 

Regardless of their agency, however, what defines this type of women as “erotic 

gifts” in guanxi is that their erotic capital is used externally by others, usually, if 
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not always, by men.  

 
Figure 11. The gendered and sexualized diagram for the standardized routine of guanxi 

 

To sum up, in the standardized routine of guanxi, which is male-centred, 

women participate as subordinates. I explain the structure of guanxi from the first 

dyadic phase of knowing the favour provider to the second triadic phase of 

banquets and post-banquet activities. I provide a detailed description of the 

conspicuous consumption and gifting in guanxi and the analysis on the power 

relationship exemplified in the arrangement of the banquets.  In banquets, the 

women who participate in guanxi as “equal” guanxi participants usually lose their 

salience by being exempted from the male norm of excessive drinking, while men, 

shown as the blue emoji in Figure 11, need to fulfill the renqing (norm) of drinking 

excessively so that face will be given to favour-providers and trustworthiness will 

be built. In post-banquets activities, women as “equal” guanxi participants are 

mostly excluded from joining the “grey activities”, where men use the type of 

women as “erotic gifts” (which is the use of erotic capital of other women as gifts) 

for the enhancement of male-centred guanxi. 

 
6. Women as “Equal” Participants and Their Types 

In the previous chapter I explained the “standardized” routine of guanxi that 

excludes company women as “equal participants” and which uses other women as 

“erotic gifts”, and whose erotic capital is manipulated “externally” by men for the 

advancement of male-centred instrumental guanxi. This chapter will examine the 

relationship between women in sexualized and gendered guanxi in terms of four 

additional types who either play into or downplay erotic capital “internally” in the 

development and execution of instrumental guanxi, through which white-collar women 
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employees seek advancement in the workplace. The women employed in the company 

are ostensibly on an equal footing with their male counterparts and by virtue of that are 

unavoidably involved in guanxi relations. These women, in this situation, can be 

categorized in terms of four types, namely pseudo-brothers, rational legal 

professionals, the unreachable desired, and unspoken rule followers.  

 
6.1 Contextualizing Erotic Capital 

The power of erotic capital lies in its particularization capability, which permits 

those who possess and exercise it to have rapid access to the inner circle. Gendered and 

sexualized guanxi is embedded in the patriarchal heteronormative (i.e., heterosexuality 

as the norm) aspects of society. It is necessary, therefore, to scrutinize the use of erotic 

capital in its macro social context by using a micro interactive approach. In doing so, 

the inherent constraints and the dialectical characteristic of erotic capital will be 

indicated.  

            Patriarchy in China’s domestic spheres can be statistically indicated. A survey 

of 3,000 employees in over 20 provinces on the subject of gender inequality in the 

workplace in China conducted in 2009 showed that women suffer from gender 

segregation. Horizontally, in terms of job types, women were dominant in the service 

industry, the education industry, and the production industry (76.4% in total), while in 

professional and governmental occupations such as accounting, law, and government 

agencies, women made up less than 12% of the sample. Vertically, in terms of 

hierarchy in the company, more than one-third of the employees believed that men 

were more likely to be promoted than women.25 Gender segregation in the workplace 

usually provides elite men the position of favour provider with abundant resources 

                                                
25 Data retrieved from The report of discrimination based on sex in the workplace in China���

��	������, cited in Wang, 2009.  
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while others are favour seekers. It also generates a context in which the erotic capital 

of women may be an operational resource, under the assumption of the 

heteronormativity that regulates normative masculinity and femininity, which intersects 

with class, race, ethnicity, and other social structures.   

Rather than believing that women have more erotic capital because of their 

hard work (Hakim, 2010, p. 504), it will be argued here that it is more appropriate to 

hold that women gain erotic capital under the heteronormative patriarchal system that 

places elite men in the centre of other forms of resources, so that the erotic capital of 

women may then function as a resource in relations of exchange. Moreover, erotic 

capital can be seen as an intrinsic marker of femininity. The Kantian notion of linking 

women with beauty and the sublime and men with rationality is an example of a 

heteronormative patriarchal system, whether Chinese or not. On the one hand, erotic 

capital is useful for “some women” who meet the expectations of normative femininity. 

However, on the other hand, erotic capital shows how powerless women are in such a 

system, as they strive to please the elite men in power. 

I agree with Adam Green (2014) when he points to the existence of pluralistic 

erotic fields with a distinctive sexual habitus. Within the male homoerotic sphere, for 

instance, “bear men” and “leather men” have various practices and expectations that 

constitute various erotic habitus, and thus belong to different erotic fields (Hennen, 

2014). In East Asian societies, however, “both paid employment and domestic work 

are subject to sexualization and implicated in the maintenance of normative 

heterosexuality” (Jackson, Liu, & Woo, 2008, p. 19). In other words, the workplace 

functions as a regulative force that perpetuates normative femininity and masculinity, 

which defines a “dominant” field of normative heterosexuality. Hence, erotic capital, 

as the term is used in this thesis, refers to that pertaining to the aspect of instrumental 
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guanxi in the workplace, which belongs in the dominant field.  

Another trait of erotic capital is that it is more interactive and dyadic than other 

forms of resources, which makes it more particular and simultaneously more fragile. 

To be specific, the amount of money that one owns is easily evaluated by numbers 

indicated by a bank balance, while the level of face and trustworthiness as seen in a 

triadic group consists of at least three parties. However, erotic capital, which usually 

appears in the form of intimacy between two people, therefore operates without the 

mediation and evaluation of a third party. One may be erotically powerful at one 

moment but powerless at another, depending on how the two parties negotiate. Thus, 

erotic capital, similar to face, is subjective and objective at the same time, consisting of 

self-evaluation and the evaluation of others.  

The construction of the “types” of women as “equal” 26  participants in 

instrumental guanxi in this chapter follows Weber’s approach to the ideal type, which  

is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view 
and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less 
present and occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, which 
are arranged according to those one-sidedly emphasized viewpoints into 
a unified analytical construct. In its conceptual purity, this mental 
construct ... cannot be found empirically anywhere in reality (Weber, 
1949, pp. 89-90).  
 

           The accentuation in my construction is given to the different strategies of 

utilizing (or not utilizing) erotic capital in instrumental guanxi.  

 
6.2 Likelihood at First Sight—Erotic Capital in Getting to Know 
Favour-providers 

Before introducing the different types of women’s presentations and roles in 

guanxi it is necessary to discuss how erotic capital operates in the early and applied-to-

all dyadic stage of getting to know favour-providers. As mentioned in the previous 

                                                
26 Quotation marks are used to accentuate the author’s doubt about women participating in guanxi 
equally without being manipulated, which will be explained in Chapter 7. 
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chapter, it is commonly agreed that women exceed men in this first stage of guanxi 

formation, precisely because of their erotic capital which at this stage of the formation 

of a business or instrumental relationship has enhanced value relating to the aesthetic 

and emotional aspects of guanxi building:  

 
I have visited them [hospital clients] thousands of times. But the only 
one that they remember is still Hong [who used to be a female 
marketing executive in the same company].    

 (Pang, male, age 35, marketing executive for ultrasound equipment, 
Dreamon) 

 
Different sexes are attracted to each other. It is normal for clients to pay 
more attention to the female colleagues. They look nicer, smell better, 
and are usually good with fashion. 

(Guang, male, age 34, marketing executive, Dreamon) 
 

Under the prevailing heteronormative cultural context of Chinese corporations 

favour-providers, who are predominately male, will frequently favour women 

employees rather than male. It is the erotic capital of these women, which both leads to 

their selection for the role and their success in performing that role, that makes them so 

important in the early stage of the formation of instrumental guanxi.  

 
I added them [clients] on weChat. After they looked at my ‘profile 
photo’, they may think that I am pretty so they accept my ‘friend’ 
invitation. Sometimes, I don’t even need to initiate the conversation, 
and they will start talking to me …. They will ‘like’ and comment on 
my photos as well. 

                                (Yan, female, age 25, marketing executive for a 
media company) 

 
To have high erotic capital is an inexplicit norm for women in the workplace, 

especially for those who perform interactive jobs, as it triggers self-disciplinary power 

for women in the workplace to retain femininity, especially in terms of appearance and 

disposition.  

 
There are no ugly women but lazy women. Every woman should take 
care of her fashion and body shape. Otherwise, it will be hard to find a 
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husband and also tougher in the work place. 
                                (Huang, female, age 32, marketing support team, 

Dreamon) 
 

In contrast with male workers who may gain weight and develop a beer belly 

due to attending banquets and excessive drinking (e.g., Guang, as mentioned in 

Chapter 4), female colleagues are much more likely to be concerned about their body 

shape and appearance. It is not uncommon to see female employees skip the main meal 

at lunchtime or cut down on the amount they eat. This point became even more 

apparent after speaking with two tomboy27 lesbian informants. One worked as an IT 

programmer and dressed in a boyish style by wearing male clothing at work, whereas 

the other one, who worked as a finance analyst and who interacted with clients, was 

required to wear women’s suit dresses and make up at work. Erotic capital at work, 

especially in an interactive job, is only preferred when it fits in with normative 

femininity.  

 
6.3 The Types of Women in the Second Phase of Guanxi 

When guanxi enters its second phase of development as described above (i.e., a 

more stable and crucial triadic stage), male participants enter a “standardized routine of 

guanxi” that consists of two rounds, namely banquets which involve excessive 

drinking, and next, the “grey activities” in which subordinate women are utilized as 

erotic gifts. This is also the phase where women employees have to find other ways to 

navigate male-centred instrumental guanxi, which triggers the formation of the 

following four types of women, shown in Figure 12 below:  

                                                
27 Tomboy refers to the gender non-conformity of biological women who adopt masculine traits, usually 
in fashion and style.   
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.   
 

Figure 12. Types of women in gendered and sexualized guanxi 
 
          The four types women which perform in the second phase of guanxi I call (i) 

pseudo-brothers, (ii) rational-legal professionals, (iii) the unreachable desired, (iv) the 

unspoken rule followers. Each of these is described below: 

 
6.3.1 Pseudo-brothers 

The term “pseudo-brothers” refers to women who imitate men and avoid the 

use of internal erotic capital in their endeavours to participate in the “standardized” 

routine of guanxi in much the same way as would a male participant. They may drink 

as excessively as their male counterparts and might even participate in “grey activities” 

with elite men. They perform as “pseudo-men” in male-dominated guanxi and play the 

role of being “brothers” to men, but do so from within a female body.  

As explained in the previous chapter, women are normally exempt from 

excessive drinking at banquets, which is a norm in men’s guanxi practice. Women 
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usually drink tea or light alcohol, take a passive role in toasting, and sit in the 

insignificant seats or at a secondary table. This subordination of women in general at 

banquets gives the drinking women in particular, who do not follow the norms for 

women, increased leverage. 

 
When a woman can drink, she can easily become the focus of the whole 
banquet ... everyone will end up drinking with her.  

(To, male, age 33, marketing executive for monitors, Dreamon) 
 

Meng, a marketing representative from Xi’an, is a rather typical case (although, 

unfortunately, I did not conduct a formal interview with her).  She was highly 

appraised and appreciated in the company for her capability to drink. After drinking 

two bottles of Huangjiu (which consists of 20% alcohol) at the mid-year banquet, she 

quickly became the focus of the whole marketing team. As everyone was discussing 

her on one occasion, one male marketing executive from the strategic marketing team 

said, “She is a goddess! ... I was once with her at a banquet with clients …. Everyone 

was toasting her, but at the end she was the only one who remained sober!” Ying stated 

that “Meng has a great relationship with clients, just like brothers.” Unlike sexual 

scandals in a company, which people are very cautious about discussing, every 

colleague felt very comfortable talking about Meng, as though there was no erotic 

capital involved in her excessive drinking style.  

During the two occasions that I was at a banquet with her, it seemed that her 

style of drinking was indeed rather masculine, focusing on competition regarding the 

amount that one could drink rather than more nuanced and subtle interaction. For 

instance, she took part in a drinking game with a male marketing executive at the 

company’s mid-year dinner, where whoever could not remember the name of a new 

colleague had to drink. When the man could not say my name, she patted him hard on 

his back and called out loudly, “Drink!” The man even shook a bit because of her 
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strong pat. Another reason why Meng became the center of discussion in the company 

was the rarity of women who could successfully emerge into guanxi as if she were a 

man.  

If drinking excessively is rare for women employees, then participating in 

“grey activities” as “equal” participants is even rarer. One informant told me that she 

knew a single, middle-aged female boss who paid for “sex workers” for male clients 

and ordered male sex workers for herself during the “second half” of entertainment. 

For my research target of women born in the reform era, however, participating in 

“grey activities” seemed to be a source of serious awkwardness. 

  
I’ve heard that a former colleague of mine once booked a sex worker for 
her male clients. She nervously brought her to the room of the man, put 
her in, and shut the door.                     

(Yuo, female, age 31, strategic marketing team, Dreamon) 
 

When I started my job as the marketing executive in the company five 
years ago right after graduation, I knew nothing. I didn’t know that I 
would have to leave in the ‘second round’ so I went to a KTV with my 
boss and clients once. They in fact ordered Xiaojie [sex workers] right 
under my eyes! I didn’t know how to react or what to do so I only stared 
at the screen all night singing songs. 

 (Zhou, female, age 29, marketing executive, Dreamon) 
 

          Rare as they are, “pseudo-brothers” are necessary to include in comprehending 

women in gendered and sexualized guanxi, since this type complements the complete 

picture and provides a stage for transition.  

  
6.3.2 Rational Legal Professionals 

Osburg (2013, pp. 128-131) argues that the female entrepreneurs in his research 

distinguish themselves as “real” entrepreneurs who established their business based on 

meritocracy rather than through guanxi. They neither used internal erotic capital nor 

intended to use guanxi as a strategy in the workplace. I found that white-collar women 

could deploy the strategy of rational legal professionals who follow and desire formal 
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legal rationalism that is efficient and predictable, in which the legitimacy of success is 

based on outstanding products, ideas, and capability.  

Both Yuo and Zhou, the only other marketing executives in Dreamon besides 

Meng, basically adopted this strategy.  Yuo contrasted Dreamon with other companies: 

“[W]hen we have the best products with the best price, why do we still need guanxi? 

Guanxi is for companies that are weak.” She expressed her disgust for other women 

marketing executives who used the sexual aspect of erotic capital: “Aren’t they stupid? 

It is not a sustainable strategy at all. You have so many clients. Will you sleep with 

them all?” Hence, she distinguished herself by always dressing “properly” when 

meeting with clients, making official appointments before the meetings, and always 

maintaining a separation between public and private spheres. For instance, she made it 

a strict rule to not add clients to her weChat account.   

Zhou stated that instead of attending banquets, she usually had a quick lunch 

with her clients so they could discuss business directly. As one of the top salespersons 

in the company, she believed that her success was based on her formal qualifications 

and technical work merits:  

 
I have a master’s degree from the Chinese Academy of Science … the 
national scientific think tank of China …. I know the medical products 
by heart and can easily communicate with the medical experts in the 
hospital. I guess that is why they like to cooperate with me …. See, 
guanxi is not always useful. My sales are not worse than our male 
colleagues. 
 

          As well as indicating her qualifications and work-style Zhou, in this 

statement, also indicated her distaste for the male-centred “standardized” 

routine of guanxi. 

 
6.3.3 The Unreachable Desired 

The “unreachable desired” is a type applied to women who strategically utilize 
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the aesthetic and emotional aspects of their erotic capital in instrumental guanxi in the 

workplace and at the same time never make available the sexual aspect of their erotic 

capital. The aesthetic and emotional aspects of erotic capital establish a rather 

particular tie between these women and their clients, which is beneficial for achieving 

an instrumental end. This also requires that they use various strategies to avoid getting 

involved in a sexual relationship with favour-providers.  

We can gain a lot from these elite men, but make sure that you do not 
sleep with them. Once you do, you will have nothing.   
  (Dou, female, age 28, editor for a media company) 
 

 Yan, a woman born in Hunan in 1989, has been working for a marketing 

executive in a media company in Shenzhen for two years, and she is responsible for 

attracting advertisement investments. The job requires her to have good and broad 

guanxi with the people in charge in companies that might need advertising services. 

Once a candidate in a national beauty contest, she was introduced to me by Dou as a 

beautiful and experienced colleague. When I asked her opinion about male marketing 

executives’ “standardized” routine of guanxi, she laughed and said, “They [male 

colleagues] accompany the client to play and we [female marketing executives] play 

with the clients.” She established her guanxi by participating in a morning running club 

organized by a CEO of a real estate company, through which she was frequently 

invited to different gatherings such as drinking, banquets, running, and short-term 

travelling with potential clients, which gave her access to increased numbers of 

potential clients. She sometimes received direct sexual invitations from her clients, 

which she claimed she solved “diplomatically” without hurting their feelings so they 

would remain comfortable in approaching her for advertising services. The strategy 

that Yan and other women of this type employ is summarized by a male marketing 

executive in Dreamon: 
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The best female salespersons are the ones who can keep a very subtle 
distance from all the male bosses. They make every one like them but at 
the same time knowing that they cannot get them.      
  (Lo, male, age 31, marketing executive, Dreamon) 
 

 To play the role of a female “friend” who provides advice to elite men from 

a female perspective is another strategy: 

 
When my clients tell me that they like me, I reply that I don’t want to be 
one of the mistresses that will pass in their life but their best female 
friend that will always be there …. This type of ganqing is even deeper 
than the one provided by sex because what I am offering is pure 
understanding. They even call me later to discuss how to handle 
different mistresses with me …. Their help from me is not only 
constrained to work but also in all aspects [of their lives].  

 (Jing, female, age 33, marketing executive for an IT company) 
 

           The power of aesthetic and emotional aspects of the erotic capital of women of 

this type is that it operates as a particular form of resource underlying the generation of 

ganqing. Ganqing is the voluntary emotion people have for each other that 

particularize a tie between them; indeed, ganqing can best be described in this context 

as a feeling for the bond between persons rather than simply for the person him or 

herself. Even though the relationship might initially be facilitated by erotic desire, as 

long as those involved in guanxi do not develop a sexual relationship, the strategy of 

remaining the unreachable desired is maintained.  

 
6.3.4 Unspoken Rule Followers  

It’s hard for the girls to be totally immersed in men’s circles …. Unless 
they ‘comply with the rules’ …. I know a girl from our competitor 
company who ‘conquered’ a medical expert. Therefore, she gained a lot 
of sales.   
  (Manager Zhang, male, age 50-something, Dreamon) 
 
The unspoken rule (���) refers to the “norm” that women are required to be 

involved in a sexual relationship with elite men for tangible benefits, including 

advancement in their career, money, and goods. “Unspoken rule followers”, then, 
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refers to those women employees who utilize all aspects of their erotic capital to 

achieve the end of tangible general resources.  

Chan works on the “beauty team” that is in charge of showing important 

clients, most usually cadres from state hospitals, around the company headquarters in 

Shenzhen. She has been the mistress of three elite men. Before joining Dreamon, she 

worked as an airline stewardess for a Chinese company soon after graduating from a 

first-tier university in Xinjiang Province. When Chan entered Dreamon in June, a 

month before me, everyone addressed her as “airline stewardess” rather than with her 

name because she usually wore suits and high heels to work, as if she were still 

working as an airline stewardess. 

She reported to me that she began her first affair with a married manager at the 

airline company’s branch in Xinjiang:  

One day, I was late and thus was reported to Zheng [the manager]. I was 
requested to write a letter of self-reflection. Instead, I wrote a letter to 
complain about the bureaucracy that trains us to be nothing but 
replaceable flower vases in the company. I was then summoned to 
Zheng’s office .... Maybe all the other girls that were working in the 
company were mostly illiterate beauties who graduated from unknown 
colleges. What I said impressed him. I then spent three hours talking 
about philosophy and literature in his office …. Then, I started to spend 
more and more time in his office discussing different issues …. Later, 
he started to take me out to dinner and to different places …. One day, 
after dinner, he put his hands on my thigh. I didn’t resist because I was 
just waiting to see how far he could go …. Then, we did it in a hotel.    

(Chan, female, age 27, important client team, Dreamon) 
 

           The first affair seemed to be an unintentional attempt without seeking an 

instrumental end, and therefore it was not directly related to instrumental guanxi. But 

this experience introduced to Chan to the idea that it was possible to use erotic capital 

strategically in exchange for tangible benefits.  

Maybe because of the relationship before, I was already used to the 
‘green light’ and ‘privileges’ that I could gain if I was in a relationship 
with an elite man.     

 (Chan, female, age 27, important client team, Dreamon) 
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            After she was transferred to the branch in Guangdong, she immediately 

accepted a sexual invitation from the manger there and another sexual invitation from a 

Xinjiang businessman.  

I know that they would probably not meet each other in their lives 
anyway, and both of them demanded merely a very little time from me 
every week, so it was fine and easy to maintain both relationships. I got 
a green pass in the company because of the manager and material goods 
from the businessman. Isn’t that a good deal?  

(Chan, female, age 27, important client team, Dreamon) 
 

            By carefully maintaining the two intimacies for different purposes at the same 

time, Chan can be considered a good example of a woman who used all aspects of 

erotic capital in instrumental guanxi.   

This chapter descries four types of women participating in guanxi in the 

workplace as “equals”. It shall be noticed in the first place that the erotic capital in the 

workplace functions under the regulations of heteronormativity. In the first dyadic 

phase of guanxi of getting to know someone, erotic capital brings the likelihood that 

benefits the participants who achieve normative femininity.   In the second phase of 

guanxi, the four types of women are described according to their strategies of playing 

or downplaying erotic capital in guanxi as is shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Four types of women in the second phase of guanxi in the workplace 

 
7. Boundaries Blurred 

In the discussion of the previous chapters it has been shown that the 

involvement of women in instrumental guanxi can take a number of different forms, 

and the women situated in guanxi can therefore be characterized in terms of five 

distinct “types”. In the grey activities that are used to consolidate guanxi relations 

between men, subordinate women may be provided as an erotic gift. The other types 

that have been identified in my research relate to the relational style of white-collar 

women employed by companies; in their guanxi interactions with male colleagues 

and clients these women may operate in terms of four additional types, namely 

pseudo-brothers, rational legal professionals, the unreachable desired, and unspoken 

rule followers. Each of these five types represent roles that women may play that can 

be “compare[d] with the empirical reality in order to establish its divergences or 

similarities, to describe the most unambiguously intelligible concepts and to 
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understand and explain them causally” (Weber, 1949, p. 43). In reality, the 

boundaries between these five types of women may be blurred, as all women have 

the potential to operate in one or more of the various types due to the interactive 

nature of erotic capital and how women employees change their strategy, either 

involuntarily through force of circumstance or voluntarily through their own agency 

in strategic deployment of their resources.  

 
7.1 Erotic Capital in Powered Interactions  

In a discussion of erotic capital, it is important to appreciate that erotic capital 

is not a static sui generis resource; it only functions through interactions, and, in the 

context of the research reported here, only when responding to favour-providers in 

guanxi relations. This indicates that the “type of woman” the female employees can 

be categorized as results from a complex interaction of the woman herself and the 

other party involved. More importantly, favour-providers, who are predominantly 

elite men, usually have decisive power in deciding whether a woman may participate 

in instrumental guanxi and how she might do so.  

The behaviour I witnessed on a business trip to Xiamen indicates the favour-

provider’s decisive power. Guang, Mei, Meng (a marketing representative from 

Beijing), and I went to a KTV with a client after a banquet. After a few drinks, the 

client started to sing love duets with Meng with his hands touching her back. The 

opportunities for Meng as a woman to control this situation, whilst maintaining the 

decorum of a guanxi relationship, were extremely limited. Any clear resistance to the 

obviously sexual overtone of this particular encounter would have jeopardized the 

relationship itself. 

In addition, the possibility of women participating equally with men in 

instrumental guanxi is limited in the extreme. As mentioned in Chapter 4, elite men 
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mostly prefer well-educated urban young women as mistresses and as erotic gifts in 

their male-centred network (Osburg, 2013, pp. 67-73). At the same time, however, 

these women perceive themselves as “equal” participants because they believe that 

they have acquired an agentic status that women in the entertainment industry do not 

have.  

I am different from them. I have a platform [the media company] to 
negotiate business with them [elite male clients].    

(Yan, age 25, marketing executive for a media company) 
 

              And yet, it may be impossible for women in this situation to be considered 

“equal” with their male colleagues because their seemingly particularized tie with 

elite men is unavoidably refracted through their bosses’ perception of their erotic 

capital and their potential as “erotic gifts”. Their male counterparts are never subject 

to such evaluations.  In other words, whether a woman’s erotic capital has no role in 

her own work strategy or whether she wishes to consciously deploy her erotic capital 

in instrumental guanxi, the effective decision is that taken by an elite man who has 

acquired the position of favour-providers.  

I don’t know whether they just want to spend more time with a beauty 
girl or want to cooperate with me …. There are a lot of times that my 
clients eventually give the advertisement chance to my male senior 
colleagues although I spent much more time with them ….   

(Yan, age 25, marketing executive for a media company) 
 

This consideration will become more clear when comparing the “erotic gift” 

type (the most common type) with the “unspoken rule followers” type. In 

ethnographic studies of female bar workers in Ho Chi Ming City in Vietnam Hoang 

(2015) shows how hostesses working in different bar-niches manipulated their erotic 

capital strategically directed to different types of customers, including local 

Vietnamese and Asian men, Viet sojourners, Western expatriates, and Western budget 

travelers. They did this in order to maximize instrumental gains, often through long-
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term relationships, and, if lucky enough, owned their own bars and restaurants. 

While my informants have a different social-economic status than these Vietnamese 

bar-girls, the mechanism of using erotic capital in gendered and sexualized guanxi is 

similar:  

Look, I graduated from a first-tier university in China, and I have a 
decent job. But it is still extremely hard for me to have such a living 
standard. I am already living in one of his [a businessman’s] apartments, 
and he promised to give me a BMW X5 …. I get 10,000 RMB per 
month .... But how many months will it take me to buy a 2 million RMB 
car?                     

(Chan, age 27, important client team, Dreamon) 
 

Instead of perceiving women in sex industry as agentless victims, Hoang (2015, 

pp. 104-126) suggested that one should understand the sex work of hostesses in 

Vietnam as an agentic and consensual way to advance one’s social mobility in a larger 

social context since it provides a more secure job compared with other jobs such as 

working in a factory. The use of erotic capital for an urban girl with a middle-class 

background and a good education should also be included in the greater structure of 

marketized China, with both its great social mobility and social inequality in which 

everyone can be considered “relatively poor.”28  The salaried class in an era of 

blossoming newly rich citizens (usually businesspersons) can achieve very little in 

terms of social mobility. 

To sum up, the agency given by “erotic capital” and the “erotic gift” type of 

women who use their internal erotic capital are similar, in that both can offer tangible 

advancements for women. However, elite men play the dominant role in the interactive 

exchange of erotic capital, since men determine its success and can manipulate the 

erotic capital of women “externally” for their own interest regardless of women’s will 

                                                
28 According to the “Report on the Wellbeing of Citizens” released by Peking University, the 
Gini index of China in 2012 reached 0.73, and 1% of the population owned one-third of the 
total wealth of the country (People.cn, 2014).   
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and perception.  

 
7.1.1 Erotic Capital, Sexual Harassment, and Consensual Sex 

The considerations of the deployment of erotic capital by women and the 

interactive formation of erotic capital in the relations of instrumental guanxi raise a 

number of separate issues. This can be explored by examining the boundary between 

the “unreachable desired” and the “unspoken rule followers”, which represents a 

gaming field between male favour-providers and female guanxi seekers.  The blurred 

boundary between these two types of women is intertwined with the sometimes 

difficult boundary between sexual harassment and consensual sex.  

Female informants told me about their tactics in negating sexual invitations. 

Once, when my youngest informant (a female marketing executive for a furniture 

company born in 1992) was at a banquet drinking with her clients, one of them started 

to touch her hand. She demonstrated this touch on the back of my hand, with the tips of 

her fingers touching it softly. I asked her how she responded and she answered, “I 

shrunk my hand, smiled, and said, ‘Don’t touch me like that. Otherwise, if we really 

have feelings for each other, your wife will be sad’.”  I was also told of a time when 

Yan was nearly raped by a high-ranking cadre who was a judge for a beauty contest in 

which she was a competitor. He had booked her a hotel room, which he entered and 

made advances towards her. She ran to the toilet, pretending to be sick with diarrhea.  

In contrast to the female defensive ethos of these accounts, my male informants 

report that they believe that most women are waiting for the chance to be liked and 

invited out by men, a line of thinking that approaches what might be called the rapist 

myth. For instance, CEO Lee once showed me messages that he had received from 

different women in his weChat account, saying, “Look, they all like me.” Guang once 

told Mei and me that all women enjoyed being watched and flirted with by men.  
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Sexual harassment is a term that was introduced by feminist in the Western 

world in the 1970s and in China in the 1990s (Lai, 2008b) to describe the common 

problem of women’s daily working lives being disturbed by the unsolicited advances 

of others (Franke, 1997; Kauppinen, 1999). A generally accepted definition of sexual 

harassment is “unwanted conduct of a sexual nature, to other conduct based on sex 

affecting the dignity and well-being of women (and men) at work” (Kauppinen, 1999, 

p. 83) After the economic reforms in China, capitalism, consumerism, and the 

objectification of women have intensified the problem of sexual harassment (Lai, 

2008). According to a report on discrimination based on sex in the workplace in China 

in 2009, one-twentieth of female employees reported an experience of physical sexual 

harassment and one-twenty-fifth experienced the risk of rape in the workplace. 

However, less than a quarter of workplaces had regulations relating to sexual 

harassment, and less than one-fifth (16.9%) of women who were raped approached 

legal departments to report it.  

The strategy of using erotic capital in instrumental guanxi might also be 

considered in understanding the staggering statistics of sexual harassment in China. 

Sexual invitations go beyond the boundary of the erotic sphere in the field of guanxi, 

eliciting the dilemma of having an instrumental need to exchange erotic capital for 

tangible benefits while being emotionally unwilling to engage in a sexual encounter. In 

other words, the line between sexual harassment and consensual sex is vague when 

erotic capital, including its sexual aspect, is used as a means for women to navigate in 

male-centred instrumental guanxi.  

After almost being raped by an official in Beijing, Yan was told by the fictive 

father who introduced her to the official that “[y]ou wasted such a good chance.” Yan 

told me, “If I could have the chance to experience that again, I would have made a 
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different choice. I would have handled it well and maintained the relationship ... The 

man, after all, was a high-ranking officer.”   

 
7.2 The Change in Strategies  

In addition to being influenced by the perception of elite men, which can affect 

their strategy in navigating instrumental guanxi, there are other factors that lead 

women to change their behavior from one of the types being discussed here to another 

type.  

 
7.2.1 The Regulative Power of Gossip, Face, and Renqing  

Scholars have found that the power of gossip in the workplace is a regulative 

power that prohibits women from utilizing their erotic capital and may even place them 

under attack for their supposed moral decadence (Liu, 2007, pp. 62-64, 2008, p. 98). At 

the same time, gossip has been defined as an inherently democratic interpersonal 

communication, especially about sexual matters, that revolves around the private lives 

of people and takes place backstage, serving “as practice to defining or negotiating 

normative sexual codes” (Farrer, 2002, p. 198).  In guanxi, gossip functions as a 

sanction system that causes the loss of face of a guanxi transgressor, who usually does 

not comply with renqing and gossip, therefore, can be understood as an element of the 

assurance mechanism of guanxi (Barbalet, 2014a, p. 12-14).  

Without considering the inherent hierarchal framework of guanxi in which 

gossip operates, it may be concluded that gossip about a sexual matter in the workplace 

contributes to “sex control in the work unit…[that] created hurdles for women’s 

development and reinforced gender inequalities” (Liu, 2007, pp. 55-56). In this 

context, and through the mechanism of gossip, “frequent contact with male clients 

threw doubts upon the women’s sexual morality and had negative consequences for 
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their career prospects and their marital relationships” (Liu, 2008, p. 100).   

The position advanced here is that gossip cannot be democratic in a hierarchal 

workplace, in which gossipers need to be cautious about their own relationship with 

whom they gossip. In general, gossip about sexual matters functions as sexual control 

that prohibits women, especially women who are ordinary employees in non-

managerial posts, from participating in the male-centred standardized routine of guanxi 

and adopting the “rational legal professionals” type of conduct which does not use 

erotic capital nor guanxi. However, if women employees manage to establish visibly 

close guanxi (either as the unreachable desired or unspoken rule followers) with elite 

men at high-ranking managerial levels in the company, other colleagues have to be 

more careful about gossiping since it would be considered a transgression of renqing 

and in that sense might hinder the career development of the gossipers in the company.  

Two cases of gossip on sexual scandals in the media company that Dou and Yan 

worked for provide support for this argument. The first case demonstrates how gossip 

can function as sexual control over other female employees who are considered 

competitors in the workplace. This case relates to a woman who began working in the 

company as a junior editor and after only one year decided to resign because of the 

pressure of gossip concerning her alleged sexual scandals.  

She just graduated from university …. [She was] outstanding and 
beautiful …. I think she could easily have taken the position of any host 
[of a TV programme] …. All of the people in our company were 
gossiping that she slept with one of our bosses …. [They gossiped] even 
in front of her …. I think it was untrue …. She didn’t even hang out 
with that boss …. People were just jealous of her talent ….                                              

(Dou, female, age 28, editor for a media company) 
 

Some of my female informants defended their sexual morality in the face of 

such prospects of malicious gossip by adopting the type of “rational legal 

professional”. This work-place strategy adopted by some women encourages the 
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research finding reported in some of the literature that women avoid both the use of 

erotic capital and guanxi (Liu, 2007, 2008; Obsurg, 2013, pp. 128-131). The other case 

shows how the gossipers altered their practice of gossip when those involved in the 

scandal, at least one of which was a senior in the hierarchy, publically displayed their 

guanxi: 

There is a girl in my company that we all know is the mistress of one of 
the bosses …. She is a supervisor now …. You know the boss has 
family and children, but she doesn’t have one …. I saw her going into 
the car of the boss once in the parking lot ... some of my really good 
friends also told me so … but no one dares to speak about it … we are 
not stupid ….                          

 (Yan, female, age 25, marketing executive for a media company) 
 

The practice of gossip has strategic purposes and is designed to satisfy the 

interests of those who use it which are based on their position in the workplace. 

Although the content of the gossip and the underlying sexual morality in these two 

cases are similar, the former was public and directed with the intention to impose 

regulative power over the young woman involved, whereas the latter case remained 

within a small circle of gossipers who carefully kept it from those involved in the 

potential scandal. Although there is a sexual double standard of males being 

unsanctioned for being promiscuous while females are persecuted for the same 

behaviour (Liu, 2007, pp. 55-56), this does not mean that men are totally exempt from 

losing face in a sexual scandal. If the intimacy (close guanxi) between a woman and an 

elite man is publicly exposed, then the loss of face for the woman will also cause the 

loss of face for the man. In other words, the power the woman gains in guanxi with the 

elite man will result in sanctions on the gossipers.  

Once there was a colleague who was stupid enough to gossip about their 
[the woman and a high-ranking colleague] relationship and it was 
overheard by the woman …. Later on, this colleague was demoted to 
another department.                       

(Yan, female, age 25, marketing executive for a media company) 
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I also asked Chan about how she was treated by other colleagues in the 

company in Xinjiang where she usually spent a few hours publicly in the office of 

Manager Zheng, with whom she had an affair. She said, “Everything in the company 

was smoother for me …. People were nicer to me [than before] …. When people 

wanted to approach him for a favour, they even came to me [first].” 

Since one of the fundamental characteristics of guanxi is to act according to the 

hierarchal relationships that gives guidance to renqing, the mechanism of gossip in 

guanxi should also be examined through the way it operates in various different 

relationships. To sum up, before guanxi with elite men is established, gossip functions 

as sexual control over some women who can swiftly change to the rational legal 

professional type; nevertheless, if guanxi exists and is publicized, the regulative power 

of gossip will be eliminated intentionally by the gossipers.  

 
7.2.2 Leftover Women, Mistresses, and Wives—Legitimate and Illegitimate Use of 
Erotic Capital  

The public sphere and the private sphere intertwine in determining the 

submissive role of women in a patriarchal society, and it is almost impossible to 

understand women’s role in the workplace without relating it to the domestic sphere. 

As I was following the coming of age of some of my informants and their life 

transitions, I discovered the self-disciplinary power created by the discourse of the 

importance of forming a family and not being a “leftover” woman, which encouraged 

them to voluntarily change their strategies in instrumental guanxi, a fact that 

encourages a vision of their agency even though they typically experience 

subordination.    

In general, before my female informants got into a relationship that eventually 

led or could have led to marriage, they usually adopted the use of their internal erotic 
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capital in the workplace, whether as the unreachable desired or the unspoken rule 

follower type. However, after they were in or were in search of a married relationship, 

they changed their strategy to the types that did not require internal erotic capital, 

usually that of rational legal professionals. 

I used to go to different clubs with my clients all the time when I came 
to Shenzhen. But after I met my husband, I stopped doing that.  

(Yuo, female, age 31, strategic marketing team, Dreamon) 
 

My female informants who were young, well-educated, unmarried urban 

women belonged to two groups at the same time; namely, the most desired 

“candidates” for mistresses of elite men (which gave rise to their power through the 

use of erotic capital) and “leftover women”.  Except for one divorced woman, four out 

of the fifteen female informants remained legally single. I witnessed two of them 

getting married, which could be considered a “success” in escaping the stigma of being 

considered a “leftover”.  

           Dou, for instance, worked as an editor for a media company. The first topic we 

discussed when I met her two years ago when she was 25 was whether I had any single 

male friends of good quality that I could introduce her to as a potential husband. At that 

time, she was registered on a number of serious dating websites and with different 

agencies. She also participated in arranged meet-ups almost every week for one-and-a-

half years before she was introduced to her current husband by a colleague. During this 

pre-marriage period she also constantly received invitations from middle-aged married 

elite men to attend different social gatherings. In her own words, she reflected, “Why is 

it so easy to be a mistress and so hard to find a husband?” 

This phenomenon represents the contradictory yet coexisting amalgamation of 

modernity and traditionalism in China today, in which modernity requires women to be 

independent and capable with a good performance in the public sphere, while at the 
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same time traditionalism focuses on family values and well-being in the domestic 

sphere (See Liu, 2007, Chapter 8; To, 2015, Chapters 4 and 5). According to the 

Chinese Ministry of Education (2007), leftover women are 

urban professional women who are over 27 years old who have high 
educational level, high salary, high intelligence, and attractive 
appearance, but also overly high expectations for marriage partners, and 
hence are ‘left behind’ in the marriage market (cited in To, 2015, p. 1).  

          This term was fabricated and propagated by the state, through the All-China 

Women’s Federation, in order to urge women who performed well in the public sphere 

to marry by an appropriate age and return to the private sphere. In China today only 

monogamous heterosexual marriage is the legally recognized form of marriage (Hong 

Fincher, 2014; To, 2015). Even though the “failure” of leftover women to enter into 

marriage is largely due to expectations by both men and women, in terms of women 

achieving hypergamy (marrying up) or at marrying someone with at least a similar 

social-economic background, women are typically regarded as the responsible party 

(To, 2015, pp. 32-55).  

The failure to form a conjugal family is intertwined with the failure of fulfilling 

normative femininity (associated with the roles of wife and mother) and, more 

importantly, the failure to accomplish filial piety in which the continuation of the 

(patrilineal and patrilocal) consanguine family is the primary concern.  The situation 

that leftover women deal with is similar to the one faced by the queer community29, as 

discussed by Kam (2012) in her account of the ways in which Shanghai Lala-lesbians, 

bisexuals, and transgenders deal with filial piety. As the most preferred group for elite 

men, in terms of extra-marital relationships (Obsurg, 2013, pp. 143-146), a certain 

proportion of “leftover” women risk being regarded as a threat to the existing conjugal 

                                                
29 Michael Cobb (2007, p. 446) suggests to affiliate the ‘singles’ to the LGBTQ acronym as a type of 
non-majority sexuality for not conforming to the norm of coupledom.  
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family.  

The present discourse on leftover women may be better understood by 

comparing the situation today with the family pattern and the position of women found 

in imperial China. The family in imperial China, which was ideally polygamous, 

worked as “the residential and economic unit of man” that served as the economic, 

political, and religious unit (Baker, 1979, p. 25), in which women were subordinates 

and who produced heirs and provided domestic services, including sexual services and 

household chores (Ibid., pp. 1-48). As women were the fibre that maintained and 

continued the rope of the continuum of descent, not having heirs was considered to be 

the worst type of failure, not only in not fulfilling filial piety but also in sabotaging the 

continuum of the family line (Ibid., pp. 26-27).  

Marriage between the “first wife” and a man in traditional Chinese society was 

arranged by the family, usually through a matchmaker who evaluated the social-

economic status of the two families instead of considering the individual happiness of 

the man, let alone “love” (Baker, 1979, pp. 26-27). A household comprising four 

generations, and therefore a good number of heirs, would be considered the ideal in 

traditional China. In reality, however, only a small proportion of men from well-off 

families could find concubines, usually women from lower social-economic 

backgrounds, for the sake of producing more heirs and for the male’s individual 

happiness and lust (Barbalet, 2014b, p. 5-6). A relatively large proportion of families in 

late-Qing China remained small due to the high mortality and low fertility derived 

from poverty, and the men from humble family backgrounds had difficulty finding a 

woman to marry, especially considering female infanticide as a result of patriarchal 

preference (Baker, 1979, pp. 26-27, pp. 30-48).  

The Mid-Qing period witnessed extraordinary social mobility, both upwards 
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and downwards, with the hallmark of the removal of the final hereditary class of the 

“debased” class, referring to the people (including professional entertainers and 

prostitutes) who had no political rights, were of low legal and social status, and were 

treated like personal property (Mann, 1991, p. 206). Meanwhile, during this era, 

extensive control was imposed over females, as indicated by the practices of feet 

binding and the building of chastity arches. The turbulence in social mobility triggered 

anxiety, particularly among the men of the scholar class, about the blurring of all kinds 

of boundaries. Their concerns were represented and expressed through strictly limiting, 

if not enslaving, the “respectable” women who were qualified as wives in the domestic 

sphere, denying them the right to leave her own boudoir. Therefore, the boundary 

between “respectable” women on the one hand and “polluted” women (including 

professional entertainers and prostitutes) on the other, was drawn. Susan Mann (1991) 

points out that this control in the domestic sphere, especially for women and marriage, 

was a metonymic comment on larger social issues of mobility and class that threatened 

class reproduction during the eighteenth century (p. 205).  

The boundary between the legitimate and illegitimate use of erotic capital in 

marketized China is partly achieved through the advent of the category of leftover 

women. On one hand, the unmarried women who perform well in the public sphere are 

strongly encouraged to return to the private sphere to form a conjugal family. On the 

other hand, women who choose to be in an extra-marital relationship with elite men 

commonly face the accusation of being a “money-worshiper”, as they accept the 

commodification of sexuality which represents a “western … nihilistic hedonism” that 

stands in opposition to “Chinese socialist value” (Farrer & Sun, 2003, pp. 2-3).  

As the modernization, after the onset of market reform, of private life is 

intertwined with ego-centered consumerism, individualistic orientation and little 
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obligation toward the collective and society (Yan, 1999), the exchange of erotic capital 

for tangible benefits can be seen as an instantiation of this pattern. Chan explains the 

reason she decided to end her extra-marital intimacy with elite men:  

One night, I was just wondering how long the circumstance could last. 
Now I have something to provide, but how about five years later? How 
about the time when I will not be pretty anymore? ... It is simply not 
sustainable …. I thought of a high school classmate of mine who 
promised to wait for me forever to marry me …. By then, he was 
already a chief engineer …. His company pays him more than 35 
thousand per month after taxes and gave him a car …. I don’t think that 
I love him but his conditions are not bad …. I just quit my job and 
everything that I have to move to Shenzhen with him. 
 
If guanxi is defined as an enduring interpersonal relationship that has 

expressive and instrumental aspects, both of the relationships mentioned above can be 

seen as guanxi, in which Chan gains instrumental resources through erotic capital with 

a particularized tie. What Chan did is to abandon the use of erotic capital in the public 

sphere but to use the same strategy in the private sphere. By doing this, she quitted 

being a “grey” women and entered the sphere of a “white” women.  

Scholars have noticed the importance of age in terms of women negotiating the 

tension between the private sphere and the public sphere as age, especially as it relates 

to a socially constructed appropriate age to get married, forms a deadline within which 

they can concentrate on the public sphere either in their studies or work; and after 

which they have to comply with the request of traditionalism (Liu, 2007, pp.93-98; 

Martin, 2014).   

To make it more clear, the task of finding a husband in a relatively short time 

for leftover women has made the process of forming a conjugal family similar to 

seeking instrumental guanxi, in which women can use erotic capital to gain 

instrumental resources from men. Therefore, if the instrumental conditions are not 

fulfilled, then the two parties would not have been introduced to each other in the first 
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place via intermediaries, including friends, colleagues, and commercial agencies. 

They [the employees at a matchmaking agency] evaluated me and 
charged 20,000 RMB for that. They said that my height is my biggest 
flaw since most of the guys are shorter than me …. They also stated that 
they charged a very low price [to me] since they usually charge more 
than 50,000 RMB for ordinary women who are over 25 …. They said 
that I have a good body shape and relatively beautiful face …. There is 
a friend of mine who is an entrepreneur and is over 30. They charged 
her 100,000 …. At the same time, it only costs some men 5,000 for the 
service of matching up … for some of the guys I met who have cars and 
apartments, they didn’t pay anything.              

(Dou, female, age 28, editor for a media company) 
 

These booming commercial agencies function as matchmakers. If a woman’s 

erotic capital is proved, she will gain more points and will pay a lower fee to the 

agency; however, the other forms of resources that women own hinder the exchange 

and therefore undermine the possibility of the formation of a family. The agency’s 

rates, in fact, well represent a normative view of what an ideal conjugal family is in 

contemporary China, which is not so far from the standard in imperial times. While 

men’s roles in the public sphere are evaluated, it is in the domestic sphere that 

women’s roles are evaluated. A traditional family of breadwinners and housekeepers 

can be understood in terms of women exchanging erotic capital with men that earn 

other forms of resources. Similar to the boundary between “respectable” and 

“polluted” women in the mid-Qing era (Mann, 1911), the use of erotic capital in the 

domestic sphere is considered legitimate, while its use for advancement in the public 

sphere is considered illegitimate.  

Except for women who enter a more equalitarian household, either intentionally 

or unintentionally (To, 2015, pp. 148-160), which my informants did not, the choice to 

return to the private sphere is hindered by the confinement of internal erotic gifts in the 

public sphere. 

One day when I went home after drinking with clients at around 11:30 
p.m., I found my husband [then boyfriend] crying in the living room. He 
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told me that if I continue to be like this, he would not marry me.  
(An, age 35, female, marketing executive for an event management 
company) 
 
If women abandon the use of their erotic capital, then what is left for them is to 

be either a “pseudo-brother” who participates in the field without using their internal 

erotic capital or a “rational legal professional” who does not comply with the practice 

of guanxi at all. Since the strategy of “pseudo-brothers” is interrupted by the 

perception of other parties in guanxi, and therefore remains difficult, the strategy of 

“rational legal professionals” becomes the default choice.  

I am in fact rather confused about my situation now…. It doesn’t seem 
likely that I will get promoted and my performance is not going to get 
better, as I can’t afford spending time with clients anymore .... I love my 
husband and being a mother …. But I don’t want to just end here.     

(Yuo, female, age 31, strategic marketing team, Dreamon) 
  
Adopting this strategy will not necessarily result in a poorer working 

performance, as was demonstrated by the female entrepreneurs in Osburg’s research 

(pp. 128-131). However, for my informants, this strategy is usually related to at least 

the partial abandonment of their agency in the workplace in general. 

This chapter discusses the blurred boundaries among all types of women in the 

gendered and sexualized guanxi.  Firstly, the interactive nature of erotic capital gives 

more leverage to the favour-providers, namely elite men, in determining the type (or 

the types) to which a woman may belong.  Secondly, I show the dilemma that women 

face negotiating the endorsement of erotic capital in the workplace and the traditional 

command for confining the erotic capital in the domestic sphere as a wife. 

 
8. Conclusion 

To conclude this thesis, I shall briefly discuss three things. The first is the 

relationship between the deinstitutionalization of marriage and sexuality on the one 

hand and gendered and sexualized instrumental guanxi on the other. The second thing I 
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shall discuss is how the use of erotic capital can possibly change the structure of 

guanxi. Finally, the limitations and implications of this research will be discussed.  

 
8.1 The Various Functions of Wives and Mistresses  

In March 2016, Yan and I were invited by Duo to be her bridesmaids for her 

wedding in Changsha, the groom’s hometown. It was the first time that Yan and I had 

met Duo’s husband. As the master of the wedding ceremony announced that the groom 

was a marketing executive for a Hong Kong company in Europe, Yan looked at me 

seemingly with some doubt. Afterwards, Yan asked me whether I thought guanxi was 

as important for business in the West as it was in China. I answered that perhaps what 

we call guanxi appears in different forms elsewhere. She then asked me, “Do you think 

he (the groom) will need to go to prostitutes for his business?”  

Women employees voluntarily confine their use of erotic capital to the private 

sphere. Their husbands, however, as male instrumental guanxi participants, are 

expected to participate in the standardized routine of guanxi that will likely involve the 

use of women as “erotic gifts”. The point is not that all men will eventually become 

involved in extramarital relationships, nor is the standardized routine of guanxi the 

only basis on which men have extramarital relationships. Nevertheless, the generation 

of renqing (i.e., norms of interpersonal relationships) in instrumental guanxi may lead 

men to exchange erotic gifts, that is participate in the use of prostitutes.  

I know a colleague who ordered a sex worker for a client. But after he 
closed the door of his own hotel room with the sex worker, he paid the 
money, asked the sex worker to leave, and simply waited in the room 
until the client was finished.       

(Guang, male, age 34, marketing executive, Dreamon) 
 

As shown by Pan and Huang (2013, pp. 201-202) in a report on sex among 

5,527 husbands and 6,218 wives, the percentage of men who had more than an average 
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income and worked as businessmen, white-collar employees, managers, and cadres 

who had had an extramarital relationship was about 33%, while for women in any 

category it was under 15%.   

Gendered and sexualized instrumental guanxi is deeply intertwined with the 

deinstitutionalization of marriage and sexuality. The latter refers to “a process through 

which previously taken-for-granted assumptions about the propriety of premarital sex, 

grounds for divorce, or even the necessity of marriage no longer prevail” (CHERLIN 

1978, 2004, cited in Davis & Friedman, 2014, p. 3). In the book Wives, Husbands and 

Lovers, Davis and Friedman (2014) showed that there has been a decline in the 

expectation that marriage should be based on sexual fidelity and an increase in the 

expectation that it should be based on the institution of family in terms of 

“childbearing and intergenerational obligations and reciprocity” (pp. 5-6). Ho (2014) 

illustrates this point by showing how socio-economically successful “good guys” in 

Hong Kong defined themselves as good husbands and fathers regardless of “behaving 

badly” via plural sexual relations with women from the mainland. Similarly, long-

distance marriages between Taiwanese businessmen working in the mainland and their 

wives in Taiwan rendered the husbands situationally single so they sought sexual 

pleasure in the mainland even though their marriage was maintained through the 

economic security that the businessmen provided to their wives from afar (Shen, 

2014). In my fieldwork in Shenzhen, a similar pattern occurred, as suggested in the 

following statement:  

Marriage is just marriage, fulfilling some functions is good enough 
(Tian had a wife and a newborn daughter at that time). My wife is 
totally fine with me coming home late and whatever, so long as I am 
still earning enough money for her, our kid, and her family.  
  [Tian, age 32, male gardening business owner] 

   
The key to understanding the deinstitutionalization of marriage and non-
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deinstitutionalization of family is to see the different relationships as ways of fulfilling 

different functions, in that romantic, erotic, and familial functions are not necessarily 

concentrated in one relationship, or as Farrer (2014) argued, 

not only is sexual intimacy delinked from marriage and childbearing, 
but the various components of love may be separable from one another, 
with some partnerships focused on commitment and others on passion 
or intimacy, depending on the desires and needs of individuals (p. 92). 

 
           Meanwhile, the patriarchy that is also perpetuated or even strengthened through 

the deinstitutionalization of marriage in greater China, especially when compared with 

the Maoist era, seems to happen more with men who are more socio-economically well 

off and who can “afford” a proliferation of sexualized relationships with different 

parties that fulfills different needs. In many ways this is reminiscent of the situation of 

privileged men during the late Qing dynasty.  

 
8.2 The Structure of Different Guanxi(s) 

The standardized routine of guanxi has a very different structure than the types 

of guanxi in which women use their internal erotic capital.30 As Barbalet (2014a) has 

pointed out, Simmel’s concept of triadic and dyadic forms are useful in understanding 

guanxi. In the standardized routine of guanxi, when it enters the second triadic phase of 

“public” visibility, all of those involved in guanxi function as mediators for the other in 

the shared guanxi network, in which the mechanism of face (via gossip) stabilizes 

guanxi (Barbalet, 2014a). Moreover, all those involved in the standardized routine of 

guanxi will also possibly play the role of mediator for others involved to establish 

other instrumental guanxi. In a way, this becomes close to the Bourdieusian definition 

of social capital, which is:  

the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to 
                                                
30 The types pseudo-brothers and rational legal professionals are not discussed here since the former 
demonstrates a willingness to follow the standardized routine of guanxi, while the latter does not intend 
to use guanxi in the workplace.  
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possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized 
relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition—or in other 
words, to membership in a group—which provides each of its members 
with the backing of the collectivity-owned capital, a ‘credential’ which 
entitles them to credit, in the various senses of the word (Bourdieu, 
1986; italics are mine31). 

 
For the instrumental guanxi in which women use their internal erotic capital, 

however, the relationship is more dyadic even if the relationship is in a sense publically 

displayed. In other words, the mechanism of face does not stabilize this particular 

relationship but instead undermines it under certain conditions. The guanxi between 

female guanxi-seekers and male favour-providers in the workplace is arguably more 

dyadic since the relationship, on the one hand, can be more intimate and particular, but 

at the same time more trivial (in other words, fragile) without the direct mediation of a 

third party (Simmel, 1950, pp. 125-128).  

Compared with the illegitimate use of erotic capital in the workplace, which 

arguably leads to a dyadic structure, the legitimate use of erotic capital in the domestic 

sphere through marriage in China can be considered more triadic as it is always 

influenced and mediated by the conjugal family. This may also explain why marriage is 

considered to be an arena is which the use of erotic capital is more sustainable. In other 

words, with the interference of the conjugal family, the relationship is not only 

maintained through the use of erotic capital (which still remains dyadic) but also 

through the supervision of a third party, which stabilizes it—the family stabilizes the 

guanxi between husband and wife just as face stabilizes the standardized routine of 

guanxi.  

 
8.3 Limitations and Implications 

The limitations and implications of this research relate primarily to the concept 

                                                
31 This text was accessed via Marxists.org on 16 May 2016. 
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of the “rule of law”, which has been used by President Xi to promote the party’s 

present anti-corruption campaign. Although I contextualized my research in this era, 

and since most of the stories that my informants told me do not include a specific 

timeframe, I was not able to illustrate the changes that have occurred as a result of 

President Xi’s campaign, except with regards to those who identified themselves as the 

rational legal professional type, such as You and Zhou, who highly praised the 

campaign.  

It is important to note that the concept of the “rule of law” promoted in 

President Xi’s anti-corruption campaign is not equivalent to the notion of the “rule of 

law” used in the West in relation to the development of a capitalist state. It is not 

possible here to speculate on the implications for China of an implementation of the 

“rule of law” although I cannot think of a more powerful method than the legislative 

system to regulate and alter the practice of instrumental guanxi that is described in this 

thesis, which imposes difficulties for women and also for men (especially considering 

how the drinking norm can damage their health).  

Additionally, this thesis could not address the question of whether the practice 

of guanxi should be or even could be regulated by policies and laws, since most of my 

informants questioned the legitimacy of state interference in their decisions on 

“making friends” and ways of “playing with friends”. This aspect of the question of 

instrumental guanxi was totally ignored in the main chapters of the thesis in light of the 

“one-sided accentuation” of the concept of erotic capital in gendered and sexualized 

guanxi. 

One implication of this thesis is a positive perception of women’s agency as it 

is related to how individuals navigate and interpret the structures that give meaning to 

them, and how that agency may or may not change these structures (Giddens, 1991). 
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The structures that shape the workplaces that I studied are those of patriarchy and 

capitalism brought about by the marketization of China by the economic reforms 

begun in the 1980s. At the very beginning of my fieldwork, when I met Yan for the 

first time for our three-and-a-half-hour in-depth interview, I was totally convinced that 

erotic capital must have brought young, well-educated, urban women massive agency 

in the workplace. It was through the two years that we spent together that I started to 

comprehend women’s struggles and constraints within the domestic sphere as a wife, a 

girlfriend, or, most importantly, a leftover woman. In other words, I began to realize 

how the agency of my informants is limited and possibly compromised by their 

comparatively high socio-economic background; not only did they not challenge the 

patriarchal capitalist system, they also did not endeavour to provide another 

interpretation of it.  

What also deeply concerns me is how the use of erotic capital by women in the 

workplace (and in marriage, which my female informants also pursued) is itself shaped 

by patriarchy as a result of an absence of other resources and is perpetuated by this 

patriarchy. It is important to acknowledge that under these circumstances the use of 

erotic capital leads to sexual harassment, regulates normative femininity under 

heteronormativity, and hinders the full liberation of women as non-dependent equal 

beings. At the same time, it is unrealistic to propose that women’s oppression derives 

from their erotic capital; and it seems that erotic capital becoming more and more 

important resource in the twenty-first century, where everyone32 is subjected to the 

erotic gaze. As long as power disparities exist, so will the use of erotic capital.  

One unexpected outcome of this research on erotic capital in gendered and 

sexualized guanxi in the workplace is the way in which it has led to consideration of 

                                                
32 “Everyone” here refers to human beings of all genders and, arguably, even other creatures under the 
androcentric gaze.   
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the transformation of marriage, morality and intimacy in general in China. The 

research reported here has just scratched the surface of these topics without examining 

them thoroughly. These are important areas for future exploration. In the meantime, it 

is possible to see these and associated issues as meaningful future research themes 

because of the new perspectives generated by an application of the concept of erotic 

capital to understanding instrumental guanxi, as undertaken in this thesis. 
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